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to get home and there is not that much
business on the notice paper. I therefore
move-

That the House, at its rising, ad-
journ until 11 am, today (Friday).

Question put and passed.

Mouse adjourned at 1.38 am. (Friday).
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The PRESIDENT (The Hon. L. C.
Diver) took the Chair at 10.30 a.m., and
read prayers.

MINE WORKERS' RELIEF ACT
AMENDMENT BILL

Definition of "Mines Medical Officer":
Ministerial Statement

THE HON. A. F. GRIFFITH (Suburban
-Minister for Mines) [10.35 am.]: I seek
your permission, Mr. President, to make
a short statement to the House.

The PRESIDENT (The Hon. L. C.
Diver) : Yes.

The Hon. A. F. ORIh'PrrH: Last night,
when we were debating the Bill which
amended the Mine workers' Relief Act,
there was doubt in the minds of some
honourable members that the inclusion of
the interpretation 'Mines medical Officer"
might mean that persons affected and who
have to be examined under the Act might
have to go to Kalgoorlie at all timns irres-
pective of the part of the country in which
they might be working.

I said at the time that I would pursue
some inquiries in the department to
ascertain whether it was intended to make
any change or whether the matter should
proceed as usual. Honourable members
would no doubt like to be informed that
the amendment referring to the definition
of "Mines Medical Officer" will in no way
alter the Position existing today in regard
to the examination of miners or new
applicants.

The mobile X-ray unit will continue its
regular tours of all outback centres; the
doctors will continue to make regular
personal visits to centres where any par-
ticular problem exists; and the present
practice whereby men may obtain provi-
sional certificates Pending the arrival of
the X-ray unit will continue. In brief, no
change in the present practice will be
made.

IRON ORE (TALLERING PEAK)
AGREEMENT BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed, from the 26th Novem-

ber, on the following motion by The Hon.
A. F. Griffith (Minister for Mines):

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

THE HON. F. J. S. WISE (North-
Leader of the Opposition) [10.37 am.]: It
has become almost a monotonous duty on
the part of honourable members to deal
with the ratification of Bills concerned
with iron ore. As I said Yesterday, we
have reached a stage where we have al-
ready been Presented with a number of
these Bills. One of the main difficulties
of speaking, in a general way, to iron ore
agreements is that unless one has the
opportunity of securing a copy of the
legislation immediately it is introduced in
another place, which is my practice, there
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is no chance whatever of reviewing in
any reasonable way the agreements with
which this House is presented.

There is not one honourable member in
this House who engages in delaying tactics.
We are all anxious to facilitate the busi-
ness of government. These agreements
are not for peanuts; they are tying up
some of the greatest wealth which is
latent in this State-tying it up com-
pletely and forever.

The Hon. H. K, Watson: I would say
stirring it up rather than tying it up.

The Han. F. J. S. WISE: There is not
much stirring yet, not even with a wooden
spoon-not until sales have been achieved.
We can do little about it. The only course
which Parliament can take is to defeat
the Bill. It cannot amend the agreement,
which has been signed and scaled by a
responsible member of the government and
by responsible leaders of industry. The rat-
ification is a formality; it need not come
to Parliament at all in regard to the opera-
tive control, and almost it has become a
fallacy in that regard.

What would happen if this Bill were
not passed? Nothing. The Tallering Peak
people would go on their way giving effect
to the terms of the agreement. I made the
suggestion yesterday that I think the time
has arrived, and I hope that whoever is
in charge-

The Hon. H. K. Watson: Doesn't the
agreement say that it is subject to the
ratification of Parliament?

The Hon. F. J. S. WISE: Yes, but I
am saying that the terms of the agree-
inent would still be carried out if Parlia-
ment did not ratify it. It may not be
completely binding on the parties but they,
in their own interests, would honour it.
I made the suggestion yesterday that the
time had arrived when all agreements deal-
ing with these matters should have a
timely and intimate examination and re-
view by a committee of both Hoases of
Parliament so that by analysis, rather
than by company and government state-
ments, we would know just what they
mean. I think the honourable Mr. Watson
would agree with that.

The Hon. H. K. Watson: I will go along
with that proposition 100 per cent.

The Hon. F. J. S. WISE: We do not
know, except in the case of company
statements and progress reports, what their
bone fides are. However, may I say that
their bone fides have been proven. We of
the north know of the activities of people
like Conzinc. Riotinto and Mount Newman.
We have been to their projects and have
seen their teams of men with portable
drills. We know of the miles of holes that
have been put in for testing; the surveys
that have been carried out for railways
routes, and the like. We know of the very

costly offshore examinations they have
carried out, and the surveys they have
conducted of the ocean roads of approach.
We try to keep ourselves up to date, some-
times, with what is happening in our own
districts.

However, I think the public can be
very easily misled by the headlines-the
expletive rather than the explanation. In
the case of Mount Newman-to go back
to the honourable Mr. Watson's inter-
jection-and the ratification required by
Parliament, I would point out that the
Mount Newman people, and some of the
others, operated up to a week ago without
an agreement approved by Parliament,
knowing that the sanctity of their contract
would be honoured at all points. I am
insisting on the attitude that this is a
mere formality in the strict sense of the
word. Let us take the Bill dealing with
Tallering Peak. The Tallering Peak agree-
ment introduced in 1960 was amended in
1961, and now it is completely repealed
by this Bill and another agreement is
introduced. That is the position.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: That is right.
It has been rewritten so members can
follow it.

The Hon, F. J. S. WISE: Not only that.
That is kindergarten, that statement.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: No it is not.
The Hon. F. J. S. WISE: It has not been

rewritten so that members can follow it.
Members are not stupid. It has been re-
written for the purpose-

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: Not for that
absolute purpose.

The Hon. F. J. S, WISE: That is what
the Minister said. I cannot let him get
away with a statement of that kind this
early in the morning. It has been re-
written to allow for very wide flexibility
compared with the previous agreement,
and to vary certain aspects, particularly
in regard to royalties. That was the
reason; it was not to help us understand
it better.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: It could have
been done by amending it and not re-
writing it.

The Hon. F. J. S. WISE:. No, not alto-
gether. The amendment-and this will
be obvious to those who have examined
the two agreements, and I know some
honourable members will have done that
-is to give elasticity-ar we can call it
pliability--so that almost anything can be
agreed to in regard to variations of the
responsibility of the company. I can
quote many illustrations if the Minister
wishes me to support that statement.

I am not objecting to the agreement.
This agreement, with its pliability and its
power of alteration, and with all the
modifications that have been written
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into it-as was the agreement with Ham-
ersley-has been rewritten and varied so
that the explicit and stringent responsi-
bilities of the original agreement dis-
appear.

That is true in regard to the Hamersley
agreement, and the Minister knows that
it is true. It is done in case markets do
not give the opportunity to sell a certain
tonnage. in that case another tonnage
may be sold and, if that does not suit, we
will have another arrangement. That is
what these new agreements not only imply
but also set out to approve. All of us who
are anxious to see our national assets
developed and become real go along with
all agreements with reputable people. We
are anxious as honourabie members, as
representatives of districts, whether in
government or out of it, to go along with
that development because we are Western
Australians and Australians,

But my concern is that every area, al-
most, in some instances even to the minor
deposits, are being so tied up in fact that
the organisations which have agreements
with the Government can deal with any
prospective buyer and there is little hope
of any intruder or smaller concern com-
peting, even if they did have the oppor-
tunity. That state of affairs exists almost
from Tallering Peak to the DeGrey. The
known iron ore deposits are tied to com-
panies which must find a market to give
effect to their agreements-that is with
the exception of the two agreements
passed last evening which represent a
prospect, and may be a good prospect, of
developing and manufacturing. Also, the
Goldsworthy project presents the prospect
of a pelletising operation at Fort fled-
land.

Those things being so vitally important
there it only remains for us to hope that
the markets for shipping ore, and indeed
for fine ore, will develop in the world on a
much firmer basis than they are at the
moment. The Goldsworthy people, the
Conzinc Riotinto, the Hamersley, and
others concerned have a very great
responsibility in the construction of rail-
ways, towns, and harbours. But this
agreement is on a different plane. It Is
to be varied, we are told-and I think it
is right-for the Major reason that the
Geraldton Harbour is very costly to de-
velop by deepening. So we have this
agreement before us to ensure that no un-
fair proposition is to apply to the company
in regard to royalties to be paid because
ships of greater tonnage cannot enter the
harbour. in this case the royalty is to
be reduced from Os. to 4s. Gd. a ton because
of that.

I think that is something with which
Parliament should not quarrel. As I said,
during the debate on at least one of these
Bils, royalty is not everything. For the
sake of the town at Geraldton and its
port we would wfsh, I am sure, that this

company will, by the operation and devel-
opment of its ore deposits, flourish for the
benefit of the company itself and for the
State in general.

I notice in this agreement that if it is
more economical to transport the ore by
road In certain circumstances, road trans-
port is to be used.

That is to be decided upon within the
economics of the operation, and I see
nothing wrong with that. So there are
reasons for the alteration of this agree-
ment other than the one put forward that
it is to enable us to understand it better,

The Ron. A. F. Griffth: I did not mean
to imply that that was the main reason.

The Hon. F. J. S. WISE: It is a bit early
in the morning for the Minister to try to
convince us that unless this agreement was
rewritten in this form it would be difficult
for us to understand. That is the imnplica-
tion. That is the way I took it, anyway.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: I am sorry.
The Han. F. J. S. WISE: Therefore I

hope that by our supporting this Bill, its
objectives will become achievements: that
its plans will be translated into achieve-
ments very quickly. If that brings wealth
and income to the community and to the
Government I will have no objection. I
support the Bill.

THE HON. A. F. GRIFFITH (Suburban
-Minister for Mines) [10.52 am.]: I
accept the comments made by the honour-
able Mr. Wise in the spirit in which they
were made. I can only hope we become
as bored listening to the results that are
achieved by the companies as a result of
the making of these agreements as we are
listening to the presentation of them to
Parliament. I did not mean, of course, to
imply that the only reason this agreement
had been completely rewritten was that
members could better understand it; that
was not my purpose. However, when an
agreement is rewritten it is much easier
for everybody to understand: and of
course the necessity to rewrite the agree-
ment arose from the circumstances I ex-
plained when moving the second reading
of the Bill.

This particular agreement will not hold
up a mineral deposit for all time. It is
not just stirring it up; it is doing a great
deal more than that. Iron ore, at the rate
of 800,000 tons per year, approximately,
is to be shipped from Geraldton on the
commencing date of April. 1965, and there
still remains a great deal to be done be-
tween now and then. There are many ac-
tivities in the Mines Department, as I have
said on a previous occasion, that do not
come under the surveillance-if I may use
that word-of Parliament and, so far as I
am concerned, I would be quite satisfied
to allow the ordinary machinery sections
of the Mining Act to work in respect of
deposits of this nature.
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However, we have to go beyond the
ordinary machinery sections of the Mining
Act in making agreements of this nature,
because the obligations of the company in
this case and in the other cases exceed
the normal functions of giving a title to
some mineral deposits. I have heard it
said in this House that Parliament is en-
titled to know what is taking place.

The Hon. F. J. S. Wise: That is right.
The Hon. A. F. GRIFFTH: Even to the

point of laying by-laws or regulations on
the Table of the House,-

The Hon. F. J. S. Wise: That is right.
The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: -with

which I agree. I can well imagine what
the attitude of some honourable members
would be if the Government proposed to
make an agreement with the company,
kept it secret, and did not bring it before
Parliament.

The Hon. F. J. S. Wise: That is not the
case; don't draw red herrings across the
trail!

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I am not
drawing red herrings across the trail. The
obligation of the Government is to bring
the document before Parliament for rati-
fication.

The Hon. F. J. S. Wise: Get out of the
kindergarten class!I

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I am not
in the kindergarten class. It is quite
obvious that this is the obligation of Par-
liament. If this were an ordinary title to
a. mineral deposit, such a step would not
be necessary; but, of course, it is not.

What would happen if Parliament did
not pass this Bill; I think the honourable
Mr. Wise must agree that it would go on;
or at least I hope it would go on. But the
various facets of arrangements such as
this which have to be made between the
Government on the one hand and the com-
pany on the other, are such that each
party will know its obligations under the
agreement. Then the government of the
day brings the agreement before Parlia-
ment and says. "We seek your ratification
of the contract the Government has
made with the company." I do not see
anything untoward about that.

As the honourable Mr. Wise has said,
there are several principal alterations in
this agreement, which I explained during
the second reading stage. One is a reduc-
Hion of royalty on the first 5,000,000 tons
of ore to be shipped from Geraldton, and
limited to that, because that is the extent
of the contract signed by the Western
Mining Corporation and the Japanese
steel mills which will receive this ore.

The Western Mining Corporation is
hopeful that the Prospecting it will carry
out in the Geraldton area will not limit
the life of this agreement or the ship-
ment of the ore, but that it will be

able to find other deposits as a result
of drilling and so increase the quantity
of ore in the existing deposits and, in
turn, bring the mining of Iron ore under
a longer contractual arrangement than
we probably envisage at present.

I think this is a very good thing for
Geraldton in particular and for the State
in general; and the Government's atti-
tude towards the Western Mining Cor-
poration has been to give it every oppor-
tunity-to the point that we have thrown
in the small iron ore deposit at Karrara-
to build up the ore reserves. I walked over
this deposit, and I do not know how the
company discovered it. It does not even
show its head above the surface, as most
iron ore deposits do. It is almost level with
the ground. There are outcrops in places,
but drilling proved the deposit, and it will
assist in the overall project of supplying
this ore from the area through the port
of Geraldton to its place of shipment. I
see no purpose in making any further
comments. I thank the honourable Mr.
Wise for his support of the Bill which
seeks to alter this agreement.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee, etc.
Bill passed through Committee without

debate, reported without amendment, and
the report adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by

The lion. A. F. Griffith (Minister for
Mines), and passed.

PARLIAMENTARY SUPERANNUA-
TION ACT AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed, from the 26th Novem-

ber, on the following motion by The Hon.
A. F. Griffith (Minister for Mines):

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

THE HON. F. 3. S. WISE (North-
Leader of the Opposition) [11.2 am.]:
Through the years we must expect, from
time to time, to have Bills of this kind.
with some sort of variation of existing
provisions, presented to Parliament. I
have always held the view that such Bills
should be presented after the fullest con-
sideration of all the elements involved,
and Introduced, if practicable, in the first
session of the life of any Parliament.

I believe that, perhaps unwittingly, but
by design at times, the introduction of
such Bills as this give rise to adverse com-
ment. because of the time of their intro-
duction; as those who regard members of
Parliament as fair game for fair, Or Un-
fair criticism, and who do not desire to have
a clear understanding of the situation are
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advantaged unless such matters are dealt
with as any other important Bill is dealt
with.

I would like to inspire a campaign not
merely on superannuation matters as they
affect parliamentarians, but on the ques-
tion of salaries and allowances-call them
what we will-of honourable members so
that there would he a clearer under-
standing, and therefore a removal of mis-
understanding. if these matters were
clearly expressed and presented a lot of
uninformed criticism would fall away.

You will recall, Mr. President, a speech
I made on the subject of parliamentary
allowances sonmc time in November, 1962.
To me it was a study of the subject ex-
pressed as I saw it. One honourable
member-an opponent of mine-had num-
bers of copies of that speech printed for
himself for distribution. In his view it
summed up the situation. Honourable
members will recall that I strongly ad-
vocated a tribunal to deal with salaries
and, indeed, matters of the same sort if
considered warranted, in order to allay
any mistrust, or any motive that was not
of the highest, and thus to obviate any
chance of unfair criticism being levelled.
I still stand on that advocacy.

if honourable members would care to
read my comments in 1962-and there is
no ego mn this--the fairest, or unfairest, of
critics could analyse those comments and
see what is the right and proper thing
in such matters.

In this Bill honourable, members are
called upon to pay Into the fund a sum
of £312 per year, and benefits from it
cannot start until after an honourable
member has served two terms In Parlia-
ment.

The Hon. A. F. Grimfth: in fact he
must be elected for the third.

The Hon. F. J. S. WISE: That is so. in
the Assembly he has to have in excess of
two terms. There are some contributors to
this fund-and there are some in tis
chamber today-who were here when the
initial fund was introduced before 1948,
when we paid into a fund that was unsub-
sidised by government for the benefit of a
lump sum payment on retirement. The hon-
ourable Dr. Hislop will recall that the
actuaries considered the fund unsound and
said it could not last.

The Ron. L. A. Logan: They reckoned
this one would go broke.

The Hon. F. J. S. WISE: They felt this
fund was actuarially unsound. Some hon-
ourable members who paid into the fund
in 1946 and 1947 are still in this House,
and are still paying Into the fund. They
would have paid in a great deal more
than they will draw out. That applies to
all ages in this Parliament-to those of
us who are older, and to those who

are younger. What is the prospect of the
younger men I see in this chamber? They
will not be giving up their parliamentary
life. They have entered upon it, and have
burnt their boats. They will have to stand
the challenge every three -years in this
place before they are able to serve the
community, Some will continue until they
are past the normal period of retirement
as we know It in the Public Service.

Some will continue to pay in and Prob-
ably not live very long to collect anything
from the fund-they will still go on pay-
ing, whether they are 30, 40, or 60 years
old, at the rate of £312 a year. They
will pay this amount for benefits calcu-
lated to be sound in so far as the turn-
over of members is concerned in relation
to the quantum of the fund. If interested
persons wish to analyse the turnover of
honourable members there is a photograph
in the lobby outside this chamber taken
I think four or five years ago. There are
15 changes.

The Hon, E. M. Heenan: The honour-
able Mr. Bennetts is also an authority on
that.

The Hon. F. J. S. WISE: Yes; I know his
angle. I regard this as a hazardous oc-
cupation both from the point of view of
public choice of a member, and that of
the actuarial soundness of insurance com-
panies that parliamentarians do not live
to ripe old ages if they are very active
people.

I am not prepared at any time to apolo-
gise to anyone for a Bill of this kind. I
believe in equity and justice in such
matters; and I believe that a properly
constituted tribunal, as The West Austra-
lian suggested two or three years ago, con-
sisting of a judge of the Supreme Court, a
taxpayer, and a representative of members
of Parliament should be the permanent
set-up. I agree entirely with that view;
but that does not make me in. -any way
apologise for this measure which is, I re-
peat, endeavouring to mete out justice in
the amounts concerned on the understand-
ing, and with emphasis on the fact, that
we are paying a lot of money for it.

I inquir'ed of an insurance company last
week as to what a person at 35 would
have on retirement with a contribution of
£312 per year for 25 years; and I repeat
we have nothing to apologise for.

The fund itself is In a very healthy and
interesting State. At the 30th June last it
had a credit balance of £155,000. Its in-
come from subsidy and contributions was
£33,384. From interest on investments its
income last year was £7,569; and it will
be much greater this year. How is the
money invested? It is invested in Com-
monwealth Government inscribed stock,
in State Electricity Commission of W.A.
inscribed stock; and the fund also has a
small asset in a Treasury trust account.
The capital increased in 1964 by a little
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over £2,000 net. So the actuarial examin-
ation of these figures also shows that un-
less there Is a disaster and there are a
lot of funerals to be attended all at once,
or Quickly in succession-

The Hon. F. D2. Willmott: You would
want a Guy Fawkes to do it.

The Hon. F. J1. S. WISE: In respect of
there being a continuous draw and
changeover of members, the soundness of
that fund which progressively increased
over the last 20 years can be taken as an
example of that continuous draw and
changeover.

The contents of the Bill, clause by
clause, were very clearly explained by the
Minister; and I think in all the circum-
stances the Bill should be passed, because
I think it represents something wich
honourable members are entitled to from
the contributions that they make.

THE HON. G. C. MacKINNON (South-
West) [11.15 aim.]: The honourable Mr.
Wise has given a very clear explanation,
not only of the Bill, but of the background
and the need for it. Honourable members
are wvell aware I am interested in this
matter, and I feel it incumbent upon me
to say a few words.

One point mentioned by the honourable
Mr. Wise was the complete lack of any
need for apology in regard to this mat-
ter. It has always struck me as unusual
that every other section of the community
is allowed and expected, as individuals, to
look after themnselves, whereas members
of Parliament are not expected to do so.

It has always been my belief that the
prime duty of any person is that he should
care for his wife and family; and in this
regard I can see no reason why a member
of Parliament should differ from anyone
else. Indeed, I have always gone so far
as to say that if a member of Parliament
cannot and does not look after his own
immediate family, then he has no right to
be entrusted with the larger duties of look-
ing after an electorate, a State, or a
nation.

In regard to this particular Act, I think
the prime interest of members is in their
families. Honourable members know that
from time to time I have discussed this
matter with them, and their concern is
for those they hold near and dear to them
-and this is no sole prerogative of
members.

I have in my hand the table of the
Superannuation and Family Benefits Act,
which we amended yesterday or the day
before-one loses track of time-and we
increased its scope on that Occasion. All
members of the Civil Service and most
organisations today have this sort of
superannuation. I am given to under-
stand that this one is subsidised-that is
the scheme under the Superannuaton and
Family Benefits Act-on an infinitely more

generous scale than the one applying to
members of Parliament. The maximum
benefit rate, even on the old scale, was
£14 10s. per fortnight and, I should
imagine, it has been increased by a recent
amendment to something in excess of £90
per fortnight.

There are, of course, certain advantages
in the scheme which we have before us,
which apply in particular to the short-
term member. There are, however, certain
disadvantages which apply to the long-
term member, inasmuch as there are
certain honourable members here, who, I
should imagine, will pay and continue to
pay for some years with no advantage
whatsoever to themselves from now on.
Once we reach a certain period Inl respect
of payment-

The Hon. F. J. S. Wise: We cannot get
any more.

The Hon. 0. C. MacKINNON: We can
get no more, as the honourable member
says. This has been considered by many
honourable members who have brought
the matter to my attention. Honourable
members have agreed it is reasonable that
the advantages of the short-term man
should be offset by a disadvantage some-
where, and it is offset by the disadvantage
of the long-term member.

We all face the risk when we become
members of Parliament of disrupting our
lives. We can be here for seven or nine
years and then have to return to civil life.
At the moment we are acutely aware of
this fact because we have a classic example
in our midst. The honrourable member
who is the particular example may be
fortunate inasmuch as he will, in his
avocation, be able to rehabilitate himself
a little easier than others could. Be that
as it may. this man has had his life dis-
rupted and now has to return to civil life.
This feature could in many instances
occasion drawbacks.

We appreciate the position and realise
that this honourable member faces a grave
problem. It is generally understood that
he should have some benefit as far as
superannuation is concerned; and it is paid
for fairly and justly, I suppose, to some
extent by those who have served beyond
the period that returns the maximum pay-
ment, and that period, as honourable
members are aware, is 16 years; and, of
course, there are a number of honourable
members here who are comparatively
young and who could go on for a great
deal longer than 16 years.

The Act has now reached a stage of
clarity, which is, perhaps, the best way
to express it. For a number of years, par-
ticularly in the early stages of the Act.
several amendments to improve it were
made with the result that it became Some-
what difficult to work out any method of
helping the early beneficiaries. If hon-
curable members look at the Parent Act
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they will see how the rates have been in-
creased from £52 in 1954 to £78, then to£130, then to £203, and now to E312. An
examination of the legislation will show
that the amendment before us will put
the Act Into a very good Position, and it
will be easily understood. Its benefits
have been extended to those who have gone
before, and to their widows--not big bene-
fits, admittedly, but some help for those
People.

Great play has been made of the fact
that this fund has been guaranteed by
the government. We see odd criticism
now and again-"Oh, yes; it is all very
well to talk about paying in but there is
a degree of subsidy in regard to the
scheme, and of course it is guaranteed
by the government.", Of course it is: so
is the Commonwealth scheme. It Is a
peculiar thing about these schemes that
neither this one nor the Commonwealth
scheme has had to draw on anything but
a direct pound for pound subsidy; and I
think the same thing applies in the other
States. An analysis of the figures in this
State given by Mr. Wise will show that the
disbursements are covered by member's
contributions leaving a slight excess; and
there is also, of course, the interest.

Why it is regarded as actuarially un-
sound at this stage is that it is calculated
on the basis that all honourable members
go out and no new members join the
scheme. In other words, the scheme stops
at that stage. This, of course, is palpably
absurd. Although It is within the realms
of posibility, It is quite improbable.
Actuarlally, I suppose, it has to be taken
into consideration; and so far as I could
ascertain that is the Position on which it
is said the scheme is unsound.

The honourable Mr. Wise said it would
take a complete cataclysm for us to arrive
at that Position. But apparently it has
to go beyond that stage, because after
the cataclysm is aver, and the new mem-
bers come in, the basis of the contention
is that none of the new members will
contribute. But the facts are-and an
analysis of the figures show this--that
honourable members' contributions cover
the payments.

The Bon. P. .1. S. Wise: No new member
would be a charge on it for seven years.

The Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: That is
right.

The Hon. P. J. S. Wise: And not until
after retirement.

The Hon. 0. C. MacKINNON: As the
honourable member has said, there is not
the slightest reason for us to feel in any
way apologetic about this, either from
the point of view of the financial situation
of the fund, or from the Point of view
that we have the right-and indeed the
duty-as husbands and fathers to look
after our own families before we have the
right to take on any wider duties.

I sincerely hope that our fund one daywill be as sound and as financial, pro-
portionately, as the fund we dealt withthe other day, which has, I understand,
some £9,000,000 worth of assets. That is
a very sincere hope, because it means we
would all have to live to a ripe old age.

The Hon. L. A. Logan: And You would
not get much benefit out of it.

The Hon. A. P. Griffith: Another thing
is that You have to live to win.

The Hon. G. C. MacKrNNON: That isSO. I think, with the honourable Mr. Wise.
the Bill really Puts the fund on a soundbasis, and there is no doubt in my mindthat we have every right to support it.

THE HON. N. E. BAXTER (Central)
[11.28 am.]: I must Support the remarksmade by the honourable Mr. Wise and thehonourable Mr. Macginnon, and I do so,Particularly, because several years ago
when this legislation was amended therewas certain criticism levelled at the Gov-ernment and Parliament in the Press.That criticism, in my opinion, was very
much unfounded, particularly because of
some of the reasons Pointed out by thehonourable Mr. Wise and the honourable
Mr. MacKinnon.

In relation to the buoyancy of the funditself that the honourable Mr. Wise quoted
to the House today, the honourable Mr.Macsinnon said that the Payments from
the fund have been covered by the contri-butions with something to spare and thatthe amount Paid into the fund by thegovernment from public revenue has notbeen used. I Point out, however, that
that money is still serving a useful pur-pose in Australia, and particularly In
Western Australia, inasmuch as it is In-
vested in Commonwealth bonds and in
State Electricity Commission stock. So,from an Out-of -pocket point of view there
is actually no cost to the public, because
the money is reinvested in the State of
Western Australia and in the Common-
wealth.

I would like to make some comments onthe actuarial working of this fund, as Ihave been given to understand it. As thehoniourable Mr. MacKinnon has said, ap-parently the Government Actuary works
Out the operation of the fund on the basisthat all honourable members will cease tobe members Of Parliament at the one time.I believe that would be almost impossible,
if not impossible. I believe the fundshould be worked out on a statistical basisand on the percentage of honourable mem-
bers who have ceased to be members ofParliament over the years. combined with
the expectation of life of the honourable
members who remain in Parliament.

A very different Picture of the fundwould be Presented, in my opinion, if it
were worked out on the basis as suggestedby a State Treasurer in a discussion onthis matter. He said that the fund is
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actuarially based on the assumption that
it could become bankrupt to the extent
of £300,000, but he went on to point out
that since the inception of the Parlia-
mentary Superannuation Fund in 1941. the
fund has continued to grow and become
buoyant. That points to the fact that the
fund apparently could not reach the stage
when it would be, in fact, bankrupt. I do
not think there is any doubt about that.

Life assurance companies, when con-
sidering life assurance policies or super-
annuation funds in their actuarial work-
ings, base their calculations on an expec-
tation of life table which is deduced from
the Australian population census of 1954;
and, from time to time, this table is re-
vised and brought up to date. I believe
a similar policy should be followed by the
actuary in charge of the working of the
parliamentary superannuation fund.

In line with the suggestion made by
the honourable Mr. Wise, I believe
that if it were possible-and I do not
see why it should not be-f or one or two
actuaries in private enterprise to be em-
ployed to investigate the actual set-up of
the superannuation fund, they Would pre-
sent a much different picture from the
one presented by the Government Actuary,
who works out the operation of this fund
from time to time.

I throw that suggestion into the ring
not only to effect an improvement in the
working of the fund, but also for the
benefit of the Press so that if it proposes
to make any report on the debate on this
measure it will take into consideration the
fact that there are many more factors
associated with the Parliamentary Super-
annuation Fund set-up than merely the
factor of the governent making contri-
butions to the fund. That seems to be
the condemnatory line the Press adopted
in 1962 When a similar measure was before
Parliament.

THE HOX. A. F. GRIFFITH (Suburban
-Minister for Mines) [11.35 am.]: I
desire to reply only briefly to the com-
ments made on the Bill. I often think it
is a pity that members of the public look
upon this and similar measures in the
way they do. In Parliament we have had
a very good example of this type of think-
Ing. If the government of the day seeks
to amend the Superannuation and Family
Benefits Act the debate on such a measure
is reported in the Press, and it seems to be
an accepted fact by members of the public
that this is what the government should
do. However, if the government of the day
seeks to increase the benefits granted
under the Parliamentary Superannuation
Fund, it is frequently reported in the Press
that the pensions of members of Parlia-
ment are to be increased.

This Bill does not seek to confer
pensions on members of Parliament. It
has the same framework as a Bill to
amend the Superannuation and Family

Benefits Act, and it
which all members
scribe. Of course, ai
ment we often seem
obtaining benefits wc
ceive.

relates to a fund to
of Parliament sub-
members of Parlia-
to be credited with
do not actually re-

The Hon. F. J. S. Wise: Did you not get
the Commonwealth rise?

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I got it In
spirit, but not in cash. During several
conversations following the Common-
wealth parliamentary salary increase, I
was credited with being much wealthier
than I really am, and the disappointing
fact Is that it is not true. However, no
matter what we do when considering a
measure such as this, we seem to be
criticised for doing it.

The Hon. W. F. Willesee: It is a little
unfortunate that you do not have the
name of a senator.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: It depends:
I could reply to that interjection better
after the 5th of December. The sugges-
tion made by the honourable Mr. Wise
on the appointment of a tribunal is quite
sound, but it must be borne in mind that
the Commonwealth Government appointed
an independent authority-

The Hon. F. J. S. Wise: I referred to
that.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: -to review
the salaries and pensions of Common-
wealth members of Parliament; and, my
goodness, what a hue and cry the putting
into effect of those recommendations
caused at the time! So I think that no
matter what we do when considering a
matter of this nature, we cannot win.

However, after all is said and done, the
government of the day has to accept the
responsibility of reviewing this type of
legislation from time to time; and if it is
suggested to members of Parliament that
an increase is to be made in their benefits
under the superannuation fund as a
result of representations made to the
government of the day, such increase, of
course, must be accompanied by an in-
crease in contributions: and we have to
accept whatever criticism follows.

Nevertheless, in matters of this nature
we would expect, as the honourable Mr.
Wise, as Leader of the Opposition, has
done in this House. to share with the
government of the day the responsibility
for passing the legislation, because this is
not done without the government of the
day acquainting the Opposition of its
intention to effect reasonable changes in
the legislation.

The Hon. 0. Bennetts: There are many
people other than members of Parliament
drawing large superannuation beniefits.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I do not
apologise in any way for the introduction
of this Bill, because I think it is just and
equitable that these adjustments should be
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made. In conclusion, may I say there are
four or five members of this House who
will enjoy the benefits of this fund next
Fear, and I only hope that they live to
enjoy them for many more years to come.
The honourable Mr. Bennetta is looking
forward to enjoying the benefits of this
fund for a period in excess of 25 years.

The Hon. J. Dolan: He might break the
fund.

The Hon. A. P. GRIFFITH: At his
Mature age of retirement, all I hope is
that his wish is fulfilled.

The Hon. G. Bennetts: I cannot get the
old age pension, either.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee, etc.
Bill passed through Committee without

debate, reported without amendment, and
the report adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by

The Hon. A. F. Griffith (Minister for
Mines), and passed.

DOOR TO DOOR (SALES) BILL
Assemnbly,'s Message

Message from the Assembly notifying
that it had agreed to amendment No. 2
made by the Council and had disagreed to
No. 1, now considered.

In Committee
The Deputy Chairman of Committees

(The Hon. G. C. Maclinnon) in the
Chair; The Hon. J7. Dolan in charge of
the Bill.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Amendment
No, 1 made by the Council, to which the
Assembly disagreed, is as follows:-

No. 1.
Clause 1, page 1, lines '7 and 8-

Delete the passage "Door to Door
(Bales)" and substitute the words
"Purchasers' Protection (Door
Bales) "

The Assembly's reason for disagreeing
to the Council's amendment is as follows:-
lows:-

NO. 1.
It is considered the original title

to be adequate.
The Hon. J. DOLAN: I move-

That the amendment made by the
Council be not insisted on.

I concur with the reason given by the
Assembly. In the debate on this Bill I
made an incorrect statement. I said that
no reference was made in the Governor's
Speech to door to door sales, but that is
incorrect. I made the incorrect statement
in all sincerity, through a misunderstand-
ing in discussing this measure with my

colleague in another place. If any hon-
curable member feels that I have misrep-
resented the position I hope he will under-
stand.

I issue a note of warning to those who
might be caught up by door to door sales.
I urge them to exercise the utmost caution,
because not all articles are covered by this
legislation,

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: I thank the
honourable member for his explanation of
his incorrect statement. I am quite sure
he would not give wrong information to
the Chamber deliberately. I still think we
could have a better title for the Bill, and
if I had looked more closely into the point
I could have called it the Purchasers'
Protection Hill.

The Legislative Assembly has objected
to the title proposed by this Chamber. In
my view we should not insist on our
amendment, because to do so would involve
the calling of a conference of managers of
both Houses.

The Hon. H. K. WATSON: Could
honuorable Mr. Dolan tell us his reason
including the passage "(Sales)" in
title?

the
for
the

The Hon. J. DOLAN: The whole purpose
of the Bill is to cover the operations in re-
lation to door to door sales, which we de-
bated at length. There is no ulterior or
hidden motive in deciding on that title.

The Hon. F. J. S. WISE: I understand
that the objection in another place to the
word "sales" being in brackets with the
word "door" wvas that it raised a query
as to what sort of doors we were dealing
with. Were they oldfashioned doors, or
Panel doors, or ornamental doors? That
point having been raised, it was decided
to make it clear that the sales were differ-
ent from the "door to door."

The Hon. A. F. GRIPFITH: I repeat.
I am not going to pursue this, but it Is
Proper that we get appropriate titles to
Bills. A technical school or Place of em-
ployment may not necessarily have a
door, but of course a place of abode does
have a door. When the amendment was
made in another place at my suggestion
to include a technical school or Place of
employment, the title should have been
altered. The only reason I am not going
to Pursue this is that I do not want a
committee of managers on a point like
this.

The Hon. R. F. Hutchison: It is useless
now, so its doesn't matter what it is
called.

Question put and passed: the Council's
amendment not insisted on.

Report
Resolution reported, the report adopted,

and a message accordingly returned to the
Assembly.
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WHEAT PRODUCTS (PRICES
FIXATION) ACT AMENDMENT

BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed, from the 25th Novem-
ber, on the following motion by The Ron.
A. F. Griffith (Minister for Mines):

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

THE HON. H. K. WATSON (Metropoli-
tan) [11.54 a13.]: As one who has taken
a pretty keen interest in constitutional
matters, and in parliamentary history and
practice, I venture the opinion that this
Bill is probably one of the most curious
that has ever been presented to any Par-
liament. I would say that for the reasons
which were very forcibly and lucidly given
to the House on Wednesday last by the
honourable Mr. MacKinnon.

The reasons which prompted the intro-
duction of the Bill appear to me to be
even more curious because the fact of the
matter, as I understand it. is that this
Bill was brought down by the Govern-
ment as a direct consequence of a letter,
dated the 6th October, 1964, which the
Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Hawke)
addressed to His Excellency the Governor.
A copy of that letter will be found in
Mansard of the 11th November, 1964, at
page 2490. That letter was a rather re-
markable one. It was remarkable, in my
opinion, for not only what it contained,
but for what it did not contain.

I would venture to say that on the
whole, the despatch of that letter by the
Leader of the opposition to His Excel-
lency was a rather deplorable attempt to
Involve His Excellency in what was
essentially a political matter-a political
squabble, if you like-and certainly a dis-
putation in which the Crown, or His
Excellency, as representing the Crown,
ought not to have been involved: and no
attempt ought to have been made to
involve him.

It all arose out of the position which
obtained in respect of a committee to
which reference was made in section 6 of
the principal Act. That section provided
for the establishment of a wheat products
committee for the purposes of the Act.
The purposes of the Act, like the purposes
o~f Acts in similar terms which were at the
same time Passed by the Parliaments of
all the other States of the Commonwealth.
could best be explained by quoting from
the speech of the Minister who intro-
duced that Bill-the Bill for the principal
Act-in 1938, he being the honourable Mr.
Troy. Having explained that it was part
and parcel of a scheme between the
Commonwealth and all the States, he
went on to say-

Briefly, this Bill Provides for the
fixing of a minimum and maximum
price of flour to enable the Common-
wealth to Impose a levy as if wheat

for local consumption was purchased
at 4s. 8d. per bushel at the siding,
the exemption of export wheat; the
exemption of wheats used for live-
stock and birds and for the manu-
facture of certain foods...

The purpose of the principal Act, was,
in fact, the implementation of a wheat
stabilisation scheme, and it was a scheme
Which had no sooner been instituted than
it was superseded by a system which
involved the acquisition of all wheat by
the Australian Wheat Board. So that the
scheme under the Commonwealth Act of
1938, and all the State Acts of 1938, went
overboard within a couple of years after
it was formed, and since that time this
Act of 1938-our Act of 1938-and the
Acts of all other States of 1938, have had
no real and useful purpose.

The fact of the matter is, as the hon-
ourable Mr. MacKinnon mentioned the
other night, that the State committees
which were appointed for the purposes of
the Acts in Queensland, New South Wales,
Victoria, South Australia, and Tasmania
were disbanded 20 years ago; and for the
past 20 years in each of those States there
has been no Wheat Products Prices Com-
mittee for the reason which I have just
mentioned: that there was really nothing
for it to do under the Act. It was ap-
pointed for the purposes of the Act and
the purposes of the Act had disappeared.

In all those other States except South
Australia, the Act still remains on the
Statute book; but, as I say, no committee
has existed under the Act for over 20
years. In South Australia the Act was
actually repealed in 1957; so it would be
correct to say that in all of the other
States the Act corresponding to our Act of
1938 is dead, and that the Act in South
Australia and the Commonwealth Act are
not only dead, but are dead and buried.

Although these wheat products prices
committees were, in all the other States,
disbanded 20 years ago, for some reason-
either innocently or by design-the com-
mittee was continued in Western Austra-
lia. It was continued in Western Australia
for a purpose quite distinct, in my
opinion, from the purpose for which it was
originally set up, and for a purpose which,
in my opinion, was not within its legiti-
mate functions, or certainly not after
1950.

Up till 1959 it was, in fact, used-apart,
from any Question whether it was legally
entitled to be so used-far the fixing of
the price of bread; it was, in fact, used as
a bread price-fixing committee. In 1959
the government of the day decided to
follow the action which had been taken
by all the other States 10 or more years
before that, and it did not reappoint the
committee in Western Australia. In his
letter to His Excellency the Governor,
the Leader of the Opposition in another
Place (Mr. Hawke) drew the attention of
His Excellency to certain well-known
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Principles which are accepted by all be-
cause they are fundamental; namely, that
the law of the land is supreme; that the
law must be obeyed.

My. Hawke drew the attention of His
Excellency to those fundamental prin-
ciples, even though in two eases which
come to my mind Mr. Hawke's regard for
niceties was not followed or exhibited. One
case which I particularly recall was the
question of entertainments tax in 1953.
where I notice that I had occasion on the
11th October 1953-it is reported on page
964 of the 1953 Parliamentary Debates.
volume 1-to draw the attention of the
bonourable Mr. Hawke and the govern-
ment of the day to what I regarded as
being the unsurpation of authority or the
suspension of the law.

I did not write to His Excellency the
Governor; I rose in my place in this
House and expressed my criticism. I
pointed out that the law prodided that
there should be an entertainments tax on
all admissions over 9d. The honourable
Mr. Hawke set that aside and instructed
the Commissioner of Taxation to collect
entertainments tax only on admissions
over Is. 6d. In reading the debate, I notice
that I mentioned at the time that the
position was that the people were paying
entertainments tax not according to law
but according to the gospel of St. Bert.

Then we have another illustration
where, purporting to act under the In-
dustries (Advances) Act, the honourable
Mr. Hawke guaranteed a loan of £250,000,
or thereabouts, to Canterbury Court.
There again. I am not aware that the
then LeRader of the Opposition or any
other honourable member of this House
wrote to His Excellency suggesting that
the honourable Mr. Hawke had used the
Industries (Advances) Act for a pur-
pose which was never contemplated or
authorised.

Not only was the matter raised in this
House, but Parliament subsequently passed
appropriate legislation to remedy the de-
fect and to prevent a contractor from
suffering serious financial difficulty through
acting in good faith on a guarantee which
legal opinion had said was not worth
the paper it was written on.

To get back to the principle point of this
Bill, It revolves on the tact that section
6 of the Act says that for the purposes
of this Act there shall be a Wheat Pro-
ducts Prices Committee and such mem-
bers shall be appointed by His Excellency.

Although it says there shall be a com-
mittee, I think it is used in the sense
that it was always used in the method of
drafting in the old days, which seems
to have been replaced in modern times.
it used to be customary to say it shall be
lawful for the Governor to appoint a com-
mittee, and it is in that sense, in my
opinion, that the words, "there shall be

a committee" are used in section 6. It
shall be lawful for the Governor to ap-
point a committee just as we find that
principle is still retained in the Loan Bill
which came up last night. The old style
is retained in that Bill, because I notice
in clause 2 it says it shall be lawful for
the Governor, from time to time, to raise
loan moneys of such and such an amount.

The Ron. G. C. MacKinnon: That being
a traditional Bill, I suppose they would
follow the old ideas.

The Hon. H. K. WATSON: That is so.
It says that it shall be lawful for the
Governor to do such and such a thing:
and when it says that the Governor shall
do something, it means that it shall be
lawful for him to do it; because, as the
hionourable Mr. MacKinnon said the other
night, "You cannot 'shall' the Governor."

Also, it is not within the Province of
any court to issue a mandamus to the
Governor instructing him to carry out
any provision of an Act, even though the
Act says that the Governor shall do some-
thing-the Governor shall appoint a com-
mittee. The matter is still at the discre-
tion of the Governor and, as I said, no
court can issue a mandamus of instruction
to the Governor to perform a statutory
duty.

There is a fairly high authority for
that, because on reading from Halsbury's
The Laws of England, 3rd edition, volume
5. paragraph 1033, we find this-

A Governor as the representative
of the Crown is not liable to mnanda-
muns to perform a statutory duty and
the same rule applies to the Governor
in Council.

They then go on to cite the case of R. v.
South Australia (Governor), (1907), 4
C.L.., 1491. where it was held that a
mandamus does not lie to the Governor
to issue a writ for the election of senators
under the Australian Constitution.

There is an illustration. I feel that if
ever there was a storm in a teacup it was
certainly over the point in this particular
Bill-an attempt by the Leader of the Op-
position in the Legislative Assembly to in-
volve the Governor in a Particular argu-
ment, which, in this case, has not even any
foundation and merit; because, as I have
said, the purpose of the Act disappeared
over 20 Years ago.

All the other States disbanded their
committees 20 years ago, and the only
thing that can be said in extenuation of
the action by the Leader of the Opposition
is that at least he confined his letter writ-
ing to His Excellency, the Governor of
Western Australia, and did not write to
the Governors of Queensland, New South
Wales, Victoria, Tasmania, and South
Australia, suggesting that their Govern-
ments were also falling down on the job
and Their Excellencies should have a look
at the matter.
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On the question Of an Act saying that
a committee shall be appointed, and no
action being taken, we have the classic
example, and one which, on the merits at
any rate, is open to much more serious
objection, of the Interstate Commission.
The commonwealth Constitution, by sec-
tion 101-and this is not in an Act of any
Australian Parliament but is part of the
Constitution-provides that there shall be
an Interstate Commission with such pow-
ers of adjudication and administration as
the Parliament deems necessary for the ex-
ecution and maintenance, within the Com-
monwealth, of the provisions of the Con-
9titution, relating to trade and commerce,
and all laws made thereunder.

Section 103 provides that the comnmis-
sioners shall hold office for seven years.
That direction was carried out by the
Interstate Commission Act, 1912, as passed
by the Commonwealth Parliament; and
the interstate Commission Act, 1912, like
the wheat products Act of 1938, provides
that there shall be an Interstate Commis-
sion.

Pursuant to that Act Of 1912, three
interstate commissioners were appointed
and they held office for the term of their
a-ppointment-that is for seven years-
but at the end of their term of appoint-
ment no further appointments were made;
and no further appointments have been
made to this day and nothing can be done
about the matter even though during the
years between 1920 and 1928 many witnes-
ses in Western Australia and South Aus-
tralia, before various Rloyal Commissions
that were then in existence, made repre-
sentations that the Interstate Commission
should be reconstituted in order to deal
with the unfair competition in interstate
commerce.

Then again, in the year 1947, in one of
the transport cases before the High Court,
Sir John Latham, C.J., pointed out the
functions of an interstate commission and
where it would be of value. But my point is
that although the Constitution says there
shall be an Interstate Commission, and al-
though the Interstate Commission Act Says
there shall be an Interstate Commission
consisting of three commissioners, that
commission has not functioned for over 40
years.

my feeling which was expressed by the
Leader of the Opposition and various other
members in another place, to which
I am unable to make reference, is that this
Act having completely outlived the pur -
pose for which it was enacted should be
repealed. To MY mind that would have
been the sensible and logical thing to do-
repeal the Act as was done in South Aus-
tralia, either by a straightout repealing
Act, or even by a Statute law revision Act
such as we passed a week or so ago. How-
ever, it is not possible to amend the Bill
along those lines; it is not within the com-
petence of this House to amend the Hill
to repeal the principal Act.

Therefore we alter section 6 of the prin-
cipal Act so that instead of saying that
"For the Purpose of this Act there shall be
a committee" It will then read "For the
Purposes of this Act the Governor may from
time to time appoint a committee." So far
as the alteration is concerned, if it does
not do any good it probably will not do any
harm; and that is about the best we can
say for it.

It will satisfy the quibble raised by the
honoura~ble Mr. Hawke, but apart from
that I do not see that it will serve any
good purpose. As a matter of parliamen-
tary practice I really do feel that the Hilt
should have been repealed. I hope that
in some Way or another the report of the
debate on this Bill, both in another place
and in this Chamber may ulti-
mately reach His Excellency and give
him some idea of the manner in which the
Leader of the Opposition was attempting
to lead him up the garden path. That is
my opinion, and I say it not in any aggres-
sive manner, but just factually. Any
further comment I may wish to make on
this Bill I will postpone to a later stage.

THE HON. J. HEITMAN (Midland>
[12.22 pm.]: I think most wheatgrowers
would know and realise that so far as
they were concerned this legislation never
really did function. In 1938-39 the price of
wheat was about 2s. a bushel. In the
year when this Act was brought in, the
price was raised, if I remember rightly, to
about 2s. 1id. a bushel. I do not think
that the legislation had very much to do
with it.

War broke out in 1939. and I think the
fact that the Commonwealth Government
stepped in and took over the control of
wheat products stopped the Act in ques-
tion from having any really helpful effect
on the wheatgrowers. The price of 2s. 1~d.
sounds silly in these days, but it was in
keeping with the times, more so than
most People realise.

The Hon. L. A. Logan: It sold for less
than that.

The Hon. J, HEITMAN: That is So. As a
matter of fact, when war broke out the
price was well under 2s. a bushel, and
farmers at that time were having a pretty
hard row to hoe. If I remember rightly it
was in 1939 that the Wheatgrowers' Union
tried to organise a strike by the
wheatgrowers to stop the carting of wheat
in order that they might secure a better.
payable price. We have gone a long way
since then.

The Act has never helped the wheat-
grower. It has helped the government to
more or less keep the price of wheat pro-
ducts down to a reasonable figure-par-
ticularly the price of bread. As the price
of bread is one of the figures used in the
cost of living index, the lower we can keep
it, the better for all concerned. in spite
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-of what has been said there is no doubt
that bread Is eaten by the majority of
people. It is more or less the staple diet
-of the country,

The Hon. 0. C. MacKinnon: Will you
help to do this by reducing the price of
wheat?

The Hon. 3. HEITMAN: The price of
wheat is governed by the cost of produc-
tion, and if a farmer cannot grow wheat
at the cost of production he will soon go
out of business. There is a basis for cal-
culating the cost price of wheat through-
out Australia. The price of wheat is a
commodity which is taken at a set price
as compared with the price of bread or
flour, which is on a cost-plus basis.

The Hon. L. A. Logan: To the average
producer it is a very fine margin.

The Hon. J, HEITMAN: It certainly is.
If we cannot get our efficiency to the stage
that we can grow wheat at the cost of its
production we will very soon find our-
selves out of wheatgrowlng. So there is
no comparison;. and there is no force in
the interjection that we should take a
lower prict. for our wheat. It is down to
bedrock nuw. The price has been set on
the average cost of production taken over
the whole of Australia.

I do not think we can interfere with
that side of it. But we can, through this
Bill, control the price of wheat flour, bran.
pollard, and so on. We have not had to
do th-is; but it is a safeguard for the work-
Ing people and for the farmer to know
that at least if the price of wheat were
pegged at a certain price, then wheat
products should also be kept at a reason-
able price, so that the consumer would
know he was not paying more than he
should.

The Bill does not help the wheat indus-
try in any shape or form. The prices of
flour and mill offal could go to such heights
that it would not be economic for the f arm-
ers to buy them. I think the legislation
should be kept on the Statute book, be-
cause we never know when things will go
wrong. In 1926, we did not know that the
price of wheat would drop in 193 1-32 to
less than half its previous price. We do
not know that the same thing will not
happen today.

We had the experience of inflation in
those years, but since then the situation
has been controlled by good government,
which has helped to keep the economy of
the country more stable than it was from
1930 till the war broke out. So I sup-
port the Bill. It will not do any harm.
The Bill appoints a committee, but it
does not say that the committee shall
meet, or that it shall function. It is at the
Governor's pleasure as to whether the
committee is constituted. I hope the
House will support the measure.

THE HON. L. A. LOGAN (Midland-
Minister for Local Government) [12,29
p.m.]: This has turned out to be a very
interesting Bill and quite a lot of round
has been covered in the debate. The
Government, of course, has been accused
by way of letter to the Premier, by way
of letter to His Excellency the Governor.
and by way of debate in another pl ace
where the Government was severely rep-
rimanded, even to the point of the Min-
ister admitting that he had taken a whip-
Ping, of not carrying out Its legal obliga-
tions. I do not get whipped quite so
easily, and I am not going to say that I
have taken a whipping in this House.

I also think it has enabled some very
good research to be made into the com-
plexities of the Act we are amending; and
It has certainly proved beyond shadow of
doubt that if the Government has been
shelving its legal responslblitles--whleh I
do not admit-it has been in very good
company. It is obvious the Labor Gov-
ernment In Tasmania has been doing
exactly the same thing since 1944, but the
Leader of the Opposition there never
attempted to make any alterations. The
Labor Government in New South Wales
has made no move since 1939, and the
Leader of the opposition there did not ob-
ject. The various governments of Vic-
toria have never made any move to act
since 1944. 1 do not know what the situa-
tion is in Queensland.

The Hon. H. K. Watson: Since 1939.

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: Then it is the
same as New South Wales. We know, of
course, that the South Australian and the
Commonwealth Governments repealed their
Acts. I think these facts alone should
suffice to prove that this Government did
not shelve its legal responsibilities. I know
there is on file certain statements by
Crown Law officers; but I think sinlce then
some other members of the legal fratern-
ity have had an opportunity to study tlis
Act: and I think I can claim that today
there is a difference of legal opinion.

The Hon. G. C. MacKinnon: I can verify
that, even as late as yesterday morning.

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: It is obvious
that a lot of research has been made re-
garding this Bill, especially last night in
the case of the honourable Mr. MacKin-
non; and I think this research has been to
the advantage of everyone. I know this,
because I made arrangements for some
legal opinions to be made available on the
very aspect on which he spoke. So I am
not one who accepts the statement that
this Government broke the law by not
carrying out section 6 of the Act. How-
ever, because of the letters written to the
Government, it made a promise that it
would amend the Act.
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The Government is living up to that ob-
ligation by bringing this Bill before Par-
liament to amend the Act; and that is
where the situation lies. I again repeat,
that because of the research made into
this Act, and because oftthe legal opinions
which are now available, this Government
did not refuse to carry out its legal obliga-
tions.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

In Committee
The Chairman of Committees (The

Hon. N. E. Baxter) in the Chair: The H-on.
L. A. Logan (Minister for Local Govern-
went) in charge of the Bill.

Clauses 1 and 2 put and passed.

Clause 3; Section 15 amended-

The Hon. H. K. WATSON: Before the
honiourable Mr. MacKinnon moves the
amendment he has on the notice paper I
would like to speak to clause 3 generally.
The purpose of the Bill is really contained
in clause 2; and how clause 3 got into the
measure I do not know. I suggest there
are only two explanations: one that it Is
there in error; and the other that It is
intended to fix the price of flour. Even
when the committee operated it only fixed
the Price of bread.

Whether the proposed amendment is
accepted or not, I would ask the Minister
to agree to the deletion of clause 3. We
could then decide whether the amendment
should be accepted or not,

The Hon. G. C. MacKINNON: Clause 3
is illogical. The committee, when it
operated, only fixed the price of standard
bread; it did not fix the price over the
whole range of bread. This Government
quite rightly decided to discontinue the
appointment of the committee, and it has
now decided to make the position abund-
antly clear that it need not appoint the
committee. Having done that, it does not
seem reasonable for clause 3 to be in the
Bill.

I take it It is the desire of the Govern-
ment to retain the clause, but I would
point out that this Act is for the purpose
of a wheat prices fixation scheme. The
purpose of the amendment I have on the
notice paper is to ensure that the Act is
used for the purpose as outlined in the
original agreement; and the measure is
being kept alive in case any such scheme
again comes into operation.

I go along with the honourable Mr.
Watson so far as to say that I would be
quite happy Just to delete clause 3 and
not insert the other words. However, if
it is the desire of the Governiment. that
the Bill should remain more or less as it
is, and that its position should be made

abundantly clear, I think my amendment
would accomplish that. I move an
amendment-

Page 2. lines 5 to 13-Delete clause
3 and substitute the following:-
8.15 3. Section fifteen of the
amended. principal Act is amended-

(a) by substituting for
the word, "The",
being the first word
in subsection (1),
the passage, "For
the purposes of any
scheme th at is
entered into be-
tween the Common-
wealth and the
respective Premiers
of the States of
the Commonwealth.
after the coming
into operation of
the Wheat Products
(Prices Fixation)
Act Amendment
Act, 1964, the";

(b) by substituting for
the words, "eleven
pounds" in the last
line of paragraph
(a) of subsection
(2), the words, "the
Prescribed price";

(c) by substituting for
the words. "thirteen
pounds ten shil-
lings" in lines three
and four of para-
graph (b) of sub-
section (2), the
words, "the Pre-
scribed price"; and

(d) by adding after
subsection ('7) the
following subsec-
tion-

(8) In this sec-
tion the expres-
sion, "scheme"
means aL scheme
of the kind re-
ferred to in the
Preamble to this
Act.

The Mon. L. A. LOGAN: If we delete
clause 3 and make the substitution sug-
gested, particularly paragraph (a), it will
bring the Act back to what I might term
the definitIon of the preamble; and
possibly this is where some of the legal
people of the Past have clashed in respect
of the definitions; that is, whether the
preamble is part of an Act or is not. That
is where some of the legal difficulties
arise. To accept this paragraph would
nullify clause 2 of the Bill.

The H-on. F. J. S. Wise: That Is what
it is meant to do.
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The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: The Govern-
ment gave a promise that it would amend
the Act, particularly in respect of section
6, and clause 2 does that.

For my part I would accept the deletion
of clause 3 entirely because I do not think
it has any purpose as the price of flour
is not fixed by any committee today. What
is included in regard to the fixation of
the price of flour does not seem important.
because it would have no purpose. Rather
than play around with it, I would prefer
to delete clause 3 entirely.

The Hon. F. J. S. Wise: I think that
would be all right so long as the principle
remained in the Bill that a committee may
be appointed.

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: I am prepared
to delete clause 3, but I am not prepared
to accept paragraph (a) of the amend-
ment moved by the honourable Mr.
MacKinnon.

Amendment (to delete clause) put and
passed.

The Mon. G. C. MacKINNON: It might
be as well to proceed with the first part
of the amendment in order to test the
feeling of the Committee. The Minister
and the honourable Mr. Wise are per-
fectly right that this is meant to make
my contention abundantly clear that the
legislation stopped serving a useful pur-
pose about 1939. I move-

That the clause proposed to be sub-
stituted be substituted.

The lIon. H. K. WATSON: I support
the amendment for two reasons: Firstly,
for the very good reason that the clause
has been introduced to overcome a legal
quibble and that the Government has no
intention of appointing a committee, and
it will not in any circumstances be legally
obliged to appoint one. That to my mind
makes the acceptance of the proposed new
clause valid.

The second point, which is the main
burden of my objection on what I might
call parliamentary or constitutional
grounds, is that if we are to have a price-
fixing Act for particular items-peanuts,
ice creamn, meat, or anything at all-let it
be a price-fixing Act; let us not use or
misuse some other Act which was never
intended to be used for price-fixing as
such. I have a quotation which says--

I have always agreed that it is not
altogether fair or reasonable that
only one essential commodity in the
community should be singled out for
price control.

The Hon. F. J. S. Wise: That sounds
like me.

The Hon. H. K. WATSON: To con-
tin ue-

To that extent I have always con-
sidered the people In the baking in-
dustry have had a fairly goad argu-
ment. However, that has not been

the issue with me oi- with my col-
leagues. Our issue has been that the
Act contains compulsory provisions
making it a legal obligation on the
Government to carry out the law.

AS the honourable Mr. Wise interjected.
that was a statement made by him; and
I might also explain it was likewise made
by the Leader of the Opposition in another
place. This is, in their view, a price-
fixing Act in respect of one specific item.
There is a lot of merit in the concession
so made. I would support the amend-
ment.

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: Perhaps if I
were in the position of the honourable
Mr. MacKinnon and the honourable Mr.
Watson, and was sitting here as a private
member, I would be arguing the same
way as they are. But as a responsible
Minister of the Government, which is ex-
pected to do something, I must oppose
the amendment.

The Hon. J. HEITMAN: I oppose the
amendment. It is too late to bring in a
price-fixing measure between now and
next year. The Bill will act as a safe-
guard for anybody who purchases bread,
and there is no harm in leaving it as it is.
The Minister has agreed to delete the
clause which has some bearing on the
price of flour, and, in my opinion, there is
nothing wrong with leaving the Hill in its
present form.

The Hon. H. K. WATSON: If by chance
the new clause should not be substituted
and I do not have the opportunity of
addressing myself to the clause. I express
the wish that between now and next ses-
sion the Government and the honourable
Mr. Heitman will give more mature con-
sideration to the proposition put forward
by the honourable Mr. MacKinnon and
will introduce legislation accordingly,
either to adopt the proposal he has put
forward, or repeal the Act, as has been
suggested by honourable members both
here and in another place.

Amendment (to substitute clause) put
and negatived.

Title put and passed.
Sitting suspended from 12.53 to 2.15 p.m.

Report
Bill reported, with an amendment, and

the report adopted.
Third Reading

THE HON. L. A. LOGAN (Midland-
Minister for Local Government) (2.19
p.m.): I move-

That the Bill be now read a third
time.

THE HON. F. J. S. WISE (North-
Leader of the Opposition) [2.20 p.m.): I
should not let the third reading pass with-
out making a few observations to indicate
that certain action taken in connection
with this Bill did not Pass unnoticed.
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Having spoken during the second reading
debate I had no chance to reply to the
attack made by the honourable Mr. Wat-
son on the Leader of the opposition in the
Legislative Assembly. I think it was not
only a gross exaggeration, but was also
hitting below the belt; indeed, at no stage
was his attack made on sound premises.

One could Quote many constitutional
authorities and many instructions to gov-
ernments which are on all fours with what
the Leader of the Opposition said; indeed,
they show very great variance and diver-
gence. Because of the obdurate attitude
of the Government in regard to communi-
cations and in the handling of questions,
the Leader of the Opposition in another
place had no alternative but to take a
course which would force action. It is all
very well for the honourable Mr. Watson
to pretend to be an aggrieved person In
this matter, but I was disappointed to hear
the statements which he made In the
debate on this Bill.

In my analysis of the Hill and of its
purport I endeavoured to deal with the
matter, as is my habit, generously-shorn
of all personalities and shorn of sugges-
tions which one perhaps could validly
make. Those of us who are in the habit of
noticing what goes on in this Chamber
are not misled by any sort of subterfuge.
As far as I am concerned the matter ends
there; but I did not want it to go unob-
served or let it be thought that it was un-
observed, because the course taken was
taken honourably and properly so far as
we were concerned.

I can cite reference after reference of
neglect of other governments in not tak-
ing the course that the law demanded. If
one wishes to have such things recited
again there are plenty of them. Indeed,
some deal with constitutional matters and
matters affecting elections-very many
matters. Do not let us think we can pre-
tend to each other when the bases are
very shallow and not well placed.

THE HON. H. K. WATSON (Metropoli-
tan) [2.23 pm.]: I would submit that the
remarks I made on this Bill were not
hitting below the belt and were not un-
soundly based, nor were they intended to
be. I thought I had made that very clear.

I took as my starting point the letter
which the Leader of the Opposition wrote
to His Excellency, and also the article
with which the Leader of the Opposition
filled a whole column in The West Aus-
tralian during the past month. That was
the position. I dealt factually-and I
endeavoured to deal factually-with the
points which the Leader of the Opposi-
tion made in that letter and the article. I
felt that those Points had to be answered.
I felt it was my duty to answer them,
and I did so to the best of my ability.

Question Put and passed.
Bill read a third time and returned to

the Assembly with an amendment.

LOAN BILL, 124,250,000
Second Reading

THE HION. A. F. GRIFFITH (Suburban
-Minister for Mines) 12.26 pm.): I
move-

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

This is the measure which provides the
authority for the raising of loans to
finance the works and services detailed
in the General Loan Fund Estimates.
The Public borrowings of the Common-
wealth and each State Government are
co-ordinated by the Australian Loan
Council constituted under the 1927 Finan-
cial Agreement. The Loan Council deter-
mines the annual borrowing programmes
of both the Commonwealth and the
States, and also the terms and conditions
on which loans to finance these pro-
grammes are raised. The Coniomonwealth
arranges for all borrowings, subject to the
decisions of the Loan Council, for or on
behalf of the Commonwealth and the
States and for all conversions, renewals,
redemptions and consolidations of the
public debts of the Commonwealth and
the States.

Under a gentlemsm's agreement orgin-
ally entered into by the members of the
Loan Council in 1936, the council also
approves an aggregate yearly borrowing
programme for semi-governmental and
local authorities proposing to raise more
than £100,000 in a year. In addition,
individual borrowings by each of these
authorities are subject to Loan Council
approval.

Since 1962-63, the Loan Council has
Placed no overall limit on the programmes
of authorities for which State govern-
ments approve individual borrowing pro-
grammes, of £100,000 or less, but, the
terms and conditions of such loan rais-
ings are still subject to Loan Council
approval. The Loan Council decided at its
meeting in June last, in accordance with
the usual practice, on the borrowing pro-
grammes for 1964-65. The governmental
Programme for works and housing was
fixed at £290,000,000 and for semi-
governmental and local authorities seek-
Ing amounts in excess of £100,000, a total
borrowing programme of £125,000,000 was
approved.

Semi-governmental and local authori-
ties are required to make their own
arrangements for raising loans up to the
total programmes approved by the Loan
Council. As far as Western Australia Is
concerned there has been no difficulty
whatsoever filling loans. In fact, the
larger authorities in this State have al-
ready arranged loans totalling £4,700,000
which leaves only £437,000 yet to be
raised to complete the programme for
1964-65. The Bill is only concerned, how-
ever, with the raising of loans to finance
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the governmental works programme; and,
as I indicated earlier, the Commonwealth
arranges for the necessary borrowing
operations on our behalf as well as the
other States. The various Purposes for
which authority is sought to raise loans
amounting in total to £24,250,000 are
detailed in the first schedule to the Hill.

The new authority provided for each
item in the schedule does not necessarily
coincide with the estimated expenditure
from that particular item during the
current year, however. Unspent balances
of previous authorisations are taken into
account and in the case of works of a
continuing nature, sufficient new author-
ity is provided to allow the works to be
carried on for approximately six months
after the close of the financial year. This
is the usual practice carried out to en-
sure that there is continuity in the pro-
gress of works pending the passing of the
next Loan Act.

Full details of the conditions of the
various loan authorisations are set out on
pages 14 to 17 of the Loan Estimates.
The authorisations to be carried forward
at the 30th June, 1965, are also shown.
There is also set out the appropriation of
loan repayments received in 1963-64.

Another important authorisation in this
Bill is the provision for the payment of
interest and sinking fund for these rais-
ings. As it charges these payments to
the Consolidated Revenue Fund, no f ur-
ther appropriation is required from Par-
liament. Authority is also sought in the
Bill to reappropriate authorisations which
are in excess of immediate requirements.
The second schedule shows the amounts
to be reappropriated on this occasion and
the item to which the funds are to be
now applied is contained in the third
schedule.

THE HON. F. J. S. WISE WNorth-
Leader of the Opposition) [2.31 P.m.]: I
have no intention of delaying the Bill. It
contains, in its schedules, the same matters
that we have seen in the Loan Estimates
figures which have been available to us
since they were introduced in another
place. The Bill contains provision for the
normal expenditure under loan pro-
grammes and schedules, and I support
the measure.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee, etc.

Bill passed through Committee without
debate. reported without amendment, and
the report adopted.

Third Reading

Bill read a third time, on motion by
The lion. A. F. Griffith (Minister for
Mines),* and passed.

APPROPRIATION BIL

Second Reading

THE HON. A. F. GRIFFITH (Suburban
-Minister for Mines) [2.34 p.m.]: I
move-

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

This is the Bill which is brought to the
House usually towards the close of the
session to provide for the appropriation
of money required for the services during
the current financial year, the details of
which are set out in the Estimates of
Expenditure from the Consolidated Re-
venue Fund and the General Loan Fund.
In addition, the Bill makes provision for
the grant of supply to complete the re-
q~uirements of the current financial year.

Supply is granted in total amounts
from the Consolidated Revenue Fund and
the General Loan Fund and in this Hill,
provision is made to appropriate these
amounts under the respective heads of ex-
penditure as detailed in the Estimates.
The amounts covered by this measure are
additional to those made available through
the passing of the two Supply Hills. This
measure ra tifies also the amounts spent
during 1963-64 in excess of the Estimates
for that year as contained in the relevant
schedules of the Bill.

Finally, the Passing of this measure will
make Provision for the appropriation of
moneys for the current financial year in
accordance with the scheme of expendi-
ture from the Forests Improvement and
Re-afforestation Fund submitted annually
for the approval of Parliament and already
laid on the Table of the House in accor-
dance with section 41 of the Forests Act,
1918-1954.

THE HON. G. BENNETTS (South-
East) [2.36 p.m.]: I am speaking to this
Hill because of a question without notice
asked the honourable Mr. Wise on my
behalf concerning the appointment of a
chaplain to this House. Firstly, may I
say that it was a wonderful gesture on
your part. Mr. President, to invite the
retiring members to read the prayers? I
suppose this would have been the first
time that this has been done in Western
Australia and perhaps Australia. Perhaps
it was the first time for many that some
of us had said our prayers; and this was
an appropriate time to say them, because
we are retiring and there might not be
much time left for us to say them. Now
that we have said them, we hope they
will do us some good at a later date.
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I would say that the chaplain could be
chosen from the floor of the House, and he
-could serve a term of one year. I under-
stand that this procedure is followed in
America. I heard that there is such an
appointment in America, and we could
follow that country. It would be a good
idea, because it would give honourable
members a chance of becoming lay preach-
ers.

Honourable members are often accused,
in the course of their duties, of patting
children on their heads. Lay preaching
could become a part of their ritual, because
they could preach to people ib different
parts of their territory.

It is a wonder to me that some thought
was not given years ago to forming
a Harvest Terrace old boys' association! I
mean, of course, an association of retired
members of Parliament.

The Hon. R. F. Hutchison: What about
old girls?

The Hon. G. BENNErI'S: Yes, we could
include the old girl!

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: You can form
the old girls' association as soon as you
like.

The Hon. 0. BENNErrS: We could
appoint the honourable member as sec-
retary of this movement, which could
bring good results. I got a shock when I
started to read the list of those honourable
members who have retired and who are
still living. There are 33 of them, and I
will mention them by name. There is
flame Florence Cardell-Oliver, and I am
sorry to say that the dear old lady is not
in the best of health at present. The
House will be sorry to hear that, because
she did goad service while she was here,
and I would like to see a few more lady
members here.

The following were members, or are
retiring and are still living:-

Val Abbott
Joe Sleeman
Hubert Parker
Harry Mculloch
Bert Styants
Emil Nulsen
Sir Frank Gibson
Leslie Craig
George Potter
Fred Marshall
Ted Johnson
Sir Charles Latham
Billy O'Brien
Ted Hall
Jack Cunningham
Stan Lapham
Bill Gaff Y
Noel Butcher
Mervyn Forrest
Ernie Hoar
George Bennetta

The little bloke!I

Jim Murray
Lloyd Loton
Clair Mattiske
Jack Teahan
Harry May
Arthur Watts
George Yates
Ray Owen
George Jeffery
Jim Mann
Sir Richard Moore

My old mate, the Mayor of Kalgoorlie.
The Hon. J. M. Thomson: Uncle TOM

Cobbly, and all!
The Hon. G. BENNE'rrS: These old

members are still about, and I think it
would be a nice gesture to form an old
boys' association.

The Hon. F. R. H1. Lavery: And girls!
The Hon. 0. BENNETTS: Yes, and

girls. Perhaps one day during the coming
year you, Mr. President, may be able to
convene a meeting. We have Plenty of
accommodation up here which could be
fitted out with nice comfortable chairs
so that we could visit you occasionally
and see you carrying on the good work
that we have all been doing over the
years in this Parliament. That is all I
have to say on the wind-up, and I wish
all honourable members success for the
future and I trust, Mr. President, you will
be able to arrange a meeting such as I
have suggested. I support the Hill.

THE HON. R. THOMPSON (West) [2.42
p.m.]: I rise to support the Appropriation
Hill and, in doing so, I wish to take the
opportunity of dealing with the crayfish
report, as it is commonly called. Honour-
able members will recall that last year they
agreed to the appointment of a Select
Committee of this House to Inquire into
the conservation of crayfish in Western
Australia. That committee was later con-
verted into an Honorary Royal Commis-
sion, and the members of it, with the
honourable Mr. Baxter as chairman, pro-
ceeded to inquire into the industry.

We commenced our sittings as a com-
mission on the 10th April, 1964 and we
visited areas from Geraldton to Albany.
We took evidence from in excess of 100
witnesses, some of whom represented large
bodies of men. So really the actual number
of witnesses, on the basis that some repre-
sented a large number, would be hard to
calculate. As an example, the Fremnantle
Fishermen's Co-operative was represented
by five witnesses and that co-operative
has '700 to 800 members.

We set off by compiling a list of ques-
tions that would be asked of each wit-
ness who volunteered to come before us,
and a few who were subpoenaed to give
evidence arising out of reports we had
received. I shall read the questions that
were asked of witnesses because those who
have not had an opportunity to study the
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report will be able to see the extent of
our inquiries; and the questions will have
some bearing on what other speakers who
are to follow me will have to say. The
Questions we asked were as follows:-

(1) Are you appearing on your own
behalf, or for any organisation or
group of persons?

(2) Are you the owner, part owner,
skipper, or crew member of a
crayfishing boat?

43) What size is your boat, and what
is the licensed fishing boat num-
her?

(4) How many pots was the boat
operating with? This season-
and previous season?

(5) During what period have you--or
were you--engaged in the cray-
fishing industry?

(6) At what points of the coast have
you operated?

(7) Where do you operate from now?
(8) what would be the average daily

catch on your boat?
(9) To whom do you sell your cray-

fish?
(10) Is there any comment you would

like to make in connection with
these questions?

(11) Have you ever been convicted of
supplying or of having undersized
or spawn crayfish in Your Posses-
sion?

(12) In your opinion, does the average
boat take too many undersized
crayfish?

(13) Do you believe that the amount
of undersized crayfish being taken
will ultimately adversely affect the
fishing grounds?

(14) Do you realise the impact on the
industry and fishing grounds, also
the ultimate financial result to
Western Australia, by the taking
of more than a reasonable number
of undersized crayfish?

(15) Are you of the opinion, that some
persons are making a considerable
amount of money by dealing in
undersized crayfish?

(16) Do you think that the penalties
provided under the Fisheries Act
are a sufficient deterrent to the
taking of undersized crayfish?

(17) Have you discussed the taking of
undersized crayfish with other
fishermen?

(18) Have you also discussed with
others any means of dealing with
the problem?

.19) And if so, have you any sugges-
tions to make in this regard?

(20) Is there any comment you would
like to make in connection with
these questions?

(21) What is Your opinion on having
aL closed Period in the season while
crayfish are in spawn?

(22) Where do You believe crayfish
breed and grow?

(23) Do you think crayfishing should
be totally Prohibited inside of
reefs, or prohibited for certain
months of the year?

(24) Do you think there should be
shore-based factories along the
coast, or elsewhere, when the
number of boats warrant such?

(25) Do you think that fishing boats
should be limited to land only at
certain bases on the coast, and
that high penalties -should be pro-
vided for landing other than in
an emergency?

(26) Is there any comment you would
like to make in connection with
these questions?

(27) What do you consider should be
the minimum measurement and
weight for (a) White crays (b)
Red crays?

(28) Are you satisfied with the man-
ner in which Fisheries inspectors
carry out their duties?

(29) Do you believe that all fishermen
are treated equally by the Inspec-
tors in regard to their catch?

(30) Have Inspectors been more active
this year than previous years?

(31) To your knowledge, have Inspec-
tors cut floats off Pots in the
area you are fishing?

(32) How many times have Inspectors
intercepted you this year?

(33) Is there any comment you would
like to make In connection with
these questions?

(34) Do you believe that the Fisheries
Act, as constituted, provides suf-
ficient safeguard to the Industry?

(35) What is your opinion of all crew
members being registered to work
on a Particular boat?

(30) When prosecuted for breaches of
the Act, do you think the entire
crew and boat should be de-
registered ?

(37) Would you favour a levy of up to
one half-penny per pound to
create a fund for controlling and
policing the Industry?

(38) What is your opinion of members
of the Police Department, and
Shops and Factories inspectors,
being appointed Inspectors under
the Act?

Then we asked for any additional evi-
dience they would like to tender. The
records were kept In a very able manner
by our secretary who compiled all the
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answers to the questions asked. Prom
those answers we drew up our report.
Admittedly, suggestions were made to us
by fishermen of long standing in the in-
dustry, and those suggestions were put to
witnesses from time to time;, and as we
heard of any new ideas we would ask wit-
nesses about them and we developed that
theme until we had finished the sittings.

The report was drawn up and presented
to His Excellency the Governor early in
August of this year. It was later tabled
in Parliament on the 12th November of
this year, and I think the Minister had
then had the report in his possession for
quite some weeks--probably aver two
months. We find that after the report
had been tabled he made comments which
were completely unfounded and untrue,
and which cannot be found in the report.
That is the point I wish to make. The
Minister said he didn't agree with our
report that the industry was in a chaotic
condition and if left in the hands of the
Fisheries Department it would deteriorate
further, and that possibly within a, few
years there would not be any industry at
all.

On what did we base our findings? We
based them on evidence submitted to us
by fishermen who. in the main, were men
with up to 30 years' experience; although
there were a. few who did not have as
much experience. Those were the people,
in the main, of whom we took notice. The
Minister said that our findings showed
immature thought and judgment. I can-
not see how the Minister could arrive at
such a decision, when our report was
based on facts, not on our own personal
ideas.-

When I introduced the motion to the
House I said it was non-political. There
were no politics in it whatever. As a
matter of fact I would emphasise now,
quite clearly and openly, that it was never
discussed at party level within our party.
it was a private member's move to do
something at the request of the fishermen
and the processors who were trying to
play the game but who were virtually
being ridden over roughishod by others in
the industry.

The Minister further said that he did
not agree with the report. although he
thought some sections of it could be intro-
duced into Parliament next year in
amending legislation. He said, however.
that we made a blunder of the first order
inasmuch as we did not call evidence
from experts. Let me clear that point up.
Several weeks after the House agreed to
set up this Select Committee. Dr. Keith
Sheard was good enough to forward me
his book, which was published in 1962,
and which, I believe, is the most up-to-
date publication on crayfishing in the
world. it is a most comprehensive book,
to which I will refer a little later. It
contains scientific knowledge that has

been gained not only by Dr. Sheard but
by other distinguished people, not the
least of whom is Dr. George.

I1 think it would be safe to say that
these people would probably have the best
knowledge of crayfishing in the world.
They were approached and asked if they
would like to give evidence, and they sent
further reports to the commission for its
study and consideration, saying that they
had nothing further to add.

These reports were studied and taken
into consideration when the commission
filed its report; and yet the Minister says
that our report was based completely on
a false premise. If we take into considera-
tion the facts and findings of two eminent
scientists, it is a. little difficult to see how
the Minister can say our finding was based
on aL false premise.

The Minister also said that the new
authority proposed by the commission
would have considerable difficulty in
establishing aL good liaison with the Com-
monwealth. This proves the Minister did
not read the report, or if he did he must
have had a very brief glance at it, because
the new authority we proposed to set up:
in the report was to be under the control
of the Minister. We go on further to say
that the Commonwealth should be brought
in and should supply the money for re-
search and further investigation; for the
building of aquariums; and for further
scientific research into this industry.

Yet we are told that it would have diffi-
culty in creating good liaison with the
Commonwealth. It might be the Minister
whbo would have the difficulty. If he is
having difficulty now he probably would
still have difficulty. it would be up to
the Minister, because he would be in
charge of the authority. The Minister
also said that the authority would be ex-
tremely costly to operate. I cannot see
why it would be costly to operate. It
would be a more efficient body, and it
could be operated within the money that
is being spent on that section of the
fishing industry at the moment.

About 95 per cent. of the witnesses who
came before us favoured the payment of
up to a halfpennny a pound on whole cray-
fish and up to a penny-halfpenny a pound
on processed tais. We worked out the pro-
portion, which would be three times the
weight if it were processed; so it would
be up to a penny-halfpenny a pound on
tails processed by freezer boats at sea.
This levy was to be paid by the processors.
Let us see what Dr. Sheard had to say.
He says-

Consideration should be given to the
desirability of setting up a crayfish
commission, or board of conservation,
with representation somewhat as
above, to manage the crayfishery in
terms of the above objective, and to
assume general property rights in the
resource.
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He suggests that an advisory committee
be set up as follows:-

From each major section of the
industry-

(a) crayfishermen;
(b) processors--

(I) co-operatives,
0ii) independent;

(c) freezer boats association;
(d) exporters.

What did we recommend? Our recom-
mendation was exactly along those lines,
so that all branches of the industry would
have representation on the authority with
the object of conservation.

The Minister then said that the in-
dustry did not wish the present market-
ing arrangements to be changed, because
they were satisfactory. Neither did we.
Nowhere did we say that the marketing
arrangements should be changed. This 1s
what we said-

(cI Levying of up to one-half-penny
per pound on live weight to be
paid by all shore-based processors
accepting delivery of whole cray-
fish and up to lid, per pound on
crayfish tails processed by freezer
boats, to provide finance for the
administration of the Authority;

(d) Establishing. regulating, and
maintaining markets overseas.
interstate, and local, on behalf of
the fishermen as shall be to the
best advantage economically;

It was never our desire to upset the exist-
ing marketing arrangements; but in the
case of another country coming into pro-
duction, the board Would then have power
to regulate markets so that the advertis-
ing, sale, and promotion of our goods could
come into effect for the benefit of the
fishermen, the processors, and the indus-
try. In this way our markets could be
maintained.

Furthermore, the Minister said that we
went along and had a nice friendly chat
with the Director of Fisheries and that
we did not call him to give evidence before
the commission. 'That is quite true. We
did not call anybody; the commission
was well advertised; and people were to
come forward and give evidence. However,
unfortunately for the commission, the
Director of Fisheries could not possibly
come forward because he was in Korea
with the Minister exploring the tuna in-
dustry. Therefore I do not see how it
could be expected that we could call himl

The Hon. L. A. Logan: He was not away
all the time you were sitting.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: He was while
we were sitting in Perth, Oeraldton,
Cervantes, and those Places.

The Hon. L. A. Logan. It is no good
following that one up; it does not get you
anywhere.

The Hon. ft. THOMPSON: We went
down and asked him for certain informa-
tion which we had been unable to get in
regard to the chaotic conditions of the
industry concerning rackets in undersize
crayfish, the illegal sale of craymeat, and
bad policing. That was not the fault of
the inspectors, and I will explain it at
a later stage.

We went down to see what recommenda-
tions the Fishermen's Advisory Commit-
tee had made. The most disgraceful thing
we found was that fisheries inspectors-or
some of them-did not have copies of the
regulations under which they were re-
quired to work; and it is impossible even
now for fishermen to obtain copies of
these regulations. Despite the fact that
they are supposed to work under them,
three-quarters of the fishermen would not
know anything about them: and yet they
can be prosecuted for a breach of those
regulations, which have been out of print
for a long time.

Even as a commission, it was a long time
before we were able to get the bits and
pieces put together so that we would have
some idea of the regulations.

Is it any wonder that we did not call
the Director of Fisheries, even if be had
been available?-because on the 6th April,
four days prior to our sitting, the Director
of Fisheries (Mr. A. J1. Fraser) sent out
this letter-

I shall be glad if You will attend
and be available to give evidence at
the meeting of the Hronorary Royal
Commission on the Crayfishing In-
dustry to be held at Parliament House,
Perth, on April 28, 1964.

You are advised that when giving
evidence you are forbidden by the
Public Service Regulations to criti-
else the department or its policy or
the policy and officers of any other
department.

So honourable members can see how far
we were going to get by asking the fish-
eries inspectors, the Director of Fisheries,
or anybody else in the employ of the Fish-
eries Department, to give evidence. When
they did come, they just sat there. They
would have liked to say something, but
they were conscious of the restrictions
placed on them.

The Hon. J. 0. Hislop: The leg-rope.

The Hon. Rt. THOMPSON: Absolutely.
At no stage did we set out on a hearsay
hunt, or to castigate anybody in the de-
partment; we were looking factually at the
industry as a £5,000,000 primary industry
in Western Australia, which, if properly
maintained and nursed, could treble within
10 years: but if it is allowed to go on under
the conditions prevailing at the present
time, it will not be with us in three or
four Years.
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Here we find people who are leg-roped
-as said by the honourable Dr. Hislop-
when it comes to giving evidence. I think
I pointed out that 95 per cent. of the fish-
ermen and the processors who gave evi-
dence were in favour of this proposed
levy; and I think that is a very important
factor which should be kept in mind.

The Minister went on further and said
that he thought the commission did not
know the work of, or the recommendations
made by the Fishermen's Advisory Comn-
mittee. He said the composition of the com-
mittee could be altered, and he would con-
sider this. We did ask witnesses what
they thought of the composition of the
Fishermen's Advisory Committee. Some-
body might have had a good word for it.
but I cannot recall that as a fact. Most of
them treated it as if it were a joke; and
they did not belong to it, because after
many attempts to put forward suggestions
for the industry they did not know whe-
ther or not any recommendations were
ever made to the Minister or wvhether the
Minister accepted them. Therefore it was
considered by the fishermen to be a joke.

Let us turn generally to the report.
First of all, we said an authority should
be set up known as the "Crustacean
Species Authority," the composition of
which would be as follows:-

(a) Three shall be fishermen actively
engaged in commercial fishing for
crayfish-to be elected on the basis
of one fisherman from each of the
three zones--by a ballot of
licensed fishermen of the partic-
ular zone;

(b) Two shall be persons nominated
by the Minister, selected from a
panel of names submitted by the
Rock Lobster/Crayfish Industry
Development Association of Aus-
tralia (Inc.);

(c) One shall be a person nominated
by the Minister to represent the
consumers; and

(d) One shall be a person nominated
by the Minister, not being a per-
son commercially engaged in the
Crayfishing Industry, who shall
be the Chairman of the Authority
and shall be Paid an annual re-
muneration.

We then went on to say when we con-
sidered the authority should meet. Hion-
ourable members can see the control the
Minister would have over the appointment
of the authority; Yet the Minister says
this authority would have difficulty in
establishing liaison with the Common-
wealth Government. We recommended-

(e) Restriction of fishing in accord-
ance with regulations approved
by the Minister.

We also recommended that the Min-
ister or the authority should have these
powers-

(1) Upnon apprehension fr an-
offence, to suspend
man's license until
heard;

the fisher-
the case is

(g) Issuing of licenses to-
This is where the industry can be saved;
and this concerns another point which I
will make later-

(I Crustacean fishermen;
(ii) Crustacean processors;
(iii) Crustacean processors factories:
(iv) Crustacean fishing boats;
(v) Crustacean freezer boats;
(vi) Cold storage freezers; and
(vii) Persons engaged in transporting

of crustaceans to shore-based
Processing factories.

At present fishermen are licensed but
there is no control over those who trans-
port the fish once it is caught. It goes
through all sorts of back alleys and then
to the processing works.

We have a racket whereby fishermen
work quite illegally on boats. They screw
the tall out of the head of the crayfish,
take it ashore, and sell it to the proces-
sors. The strange thing about this is that
all of themn-the Chief Inspector of Fish-
eries, the Supervising Director of Fisher-
ies, the Director of Fisheries, and every-
body else in the Fisheries Department-
know of this illegal practice; and some of
the factories have waxed fat on it and have
operated only on this type of business for
some years. They say there is nothing to
Prohibit a Processor from dealing with tails
illegally screwed on a boat.

Possibly it is from this source that the
major Part of the slightly undersize Cray.
tails find their way into boxes for shipment
overseas. So out of 20,000,000 crayfish
shipped overseas, possibly one-third or
one-quarter of them-it would be a guess,
but let us say one-quarter-would be
taken from undersize crayfish as far as
the catcher boat is concerned. If they
are caught on a freezerboat. where the
measurement is not taken into considera-
tion. they are legal crayfish. That is
where the discrepancy arises, and where
the fishermen are most discontented; and
that is why there fs this racket of taking
crayfish of prawn size and upwards and
selling them at probably 2s. or 3s, a pound.
They are transported to the metropolitan
area, cooked, cut up as craymeat, and
shipped to the Eastern States.

We had information of several tons of
this craymeat being sent from Western
Australia in the form of pets' meat and
Poultry and fowl food to the Eastern States.
I will leave the rest of that aspect for the
honourable Mr. Baxter to deal with be-
cause he went to the Eastern States and
investigated the position.
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In regard to the volume of the traffic,
we find that thousands of immature cray-
fish are processed, if not daily, weekly, to
supply this market. The midget tail
weighs five ounces, which means there are
approximately three such tails to the
pound. It is reasonable to assume that
the crayfish being caught and sent to the
Eastern States in the form of craymeat
and in respect of which a local firm was
prosecuted and fined a trifling sum last
week, would possibly average six or seven
tails to the pound. So honourable mem-
bers can see that if the nurseries, from
where the stock is being taken, are not
protected, there will be no industry left.

Let us pass to the other conservation
method: the protection of female cray-
fish. We recommend that female crayfish
should not be taken between the 1st
August, when the season normally closes,
and the 1st March in the following year.
Is it not reasonable to say that female
crayfish should be Permitted to reproduce
at least once?

The majority of witnesses said they were
in favour of closing the industry, after
the run of the white crayfish, from the
1st January until the 1st March. We
examined that aspect and we realised that
the processing works have to be run econo-
mically. They operate for a few weeks
when the white crayfish run, and it would
be stupid to say, "You have worked for
three weeks. You will have to close down
for another two months. You can then
open up again for the next five months."
We thought that in the interests of the
industry a ban should be placed on the
taking of female red crayfish, under pain
of severe penalties, between the 15th
August and the 1st March of the follow-
ing year in order, as I have stated, to al-
low these crayfish to reproduce.

It does not matter whether a female
crayfish is taken in berry or whether the
spawn is in the head, the young crayfish
are destroyed. That occurs whether the
spawn is showing on the outside of the
body or whether it is inside the body.

One processor told the commission that
at certain times of the year. every time
they screwed a tall, the spawn would spurt
out, and he had seen his floor red with
spawn, as if it were the floor of an abattoir.
That was one method of conservation we
recommended should be adopted.

The Hon. L. A. Logan: Did he pinpoint
the period when that happened?

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: Yes; late
December and beginning of January. So
it can be seen that the fishermen, in an
earnest desire to conserve the crayfish in-
dustry, consider these moves to be sound.
Our second aim, in recommending various
methods of conservation, was a limitation
to be placed on the areas where fisher-
men could set Pots for the catching of
red crayfish.

We do not consider that during the white
crayfish season the fishermen should be
restricted in catching white crayfish. If
they have to chase them into shore they
should be allowed to do so. or if they have
to chase them out to a depth of 40 or 50
fathoms, that should be permissible, be-
cause white crayfish appear only for a few
weeks: they come and then they go, but
no-one knows where.

We have recommended that the mile
limit now applicable should be lifted; but
in regard to the catching of red crayfish
we seek to apply the limits to depths of 16
fathoms and 20 fathoms. We consider that
freezer boats should not be Permitted to
fish in less than 20 fathoms of water and
catcher boats, which do not process cray-
fish on board, should fish in a minimum
of 16 fathoms.

The fishermen who gave evidence were
quite convinced that the nurseries for the
crayfish were inside the reefs. The large
crayfish emerge from the deep water,
throw their spawn, and their progeny are
reared in and around the reefs.

The practice in the past has been that
the catcher boats fish inside the reefs.
The honest and reputable fishermen who
adhere to the regulation 3 in. carapace
measurement throw back into the water
three bags of undersize crayfish for every
bag of size crayfish they catch. How-
ever, it was then found that the freezer
boats fish inside the reefs and over the
grounds where the catcher boats have
been fishing. The freezer boats are not
subject to inspection, because the Fisher-
ies Department does not have suffcient
patrol boats to keep a constant patrol; nor
does it have the right type of boat to Po-
lice any breaches of that nature.

The evidence of one witness aptly des-
cribed the position. He said that the
catcher boats fished inside the reefs and
threw back any undersize crayfish that
were caught, following which the freezer
boats followed them up and dry-cleaned
the bottom. Therefore, honourable mem-
bers can appreciate what a serious state of
affairs exists In the industry. I agree with
the Minister that it is extremely difficult
to stop anyone who is anxious to make a
quick pound, and that seems to be the
attitude of many fishermen engaged in
the industry today.

Let us review the method used by the
department to police the Act. The in-
spector at Lancelin, whom I considered to
be most conscientious, is supplied with an
Bft. dinghy with which he is supposed to
police all the boats that fish in and around
Lancelin and Ledge Point. That inspector
is stationed at Lancelin and he has the
assistance of a Junior inspector.

When members of the commission were
visiting Lancelin we pointed out to the
inspector that, contrary to the regulations.
from the shore pots could be seen-pots
which were placed inside the mile limit
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directly in front of the township of Lan-
celtn. He pointed Out to Us that he was
fully aware that the pots were there but
said he could do nothing about it because
he had only an 81%. dinghy. If he put one
bagful of crayfish on to his dinghy pos-
sibly there would be insufficient freeboard.

So the inspectors of the department are
working under extreme difficulties. In
fact, in some areas the inspector does not
even have a boat with which to carry out
his duties. The patrol boat larning
which is worth about £15,000 or £16,000,
was observed, but everybody seemed to
know where it was headed two or three
days before it reached its destination.

Whilst we were at Cervantes we had the
Vlarning under observation for two days,
but we did not see a fisheries inspector
leave the boat. Those on board did not
come ashore whilst we were there, and,' to
the best of my knowledge I did not see
the inspectors on the craft making any
effort to police the Act or apprehend any
fishermen who were committing a breach.
We asked several fishermen if they had
been apprehended by an inspector during
the year, or in previous seasons, and the
answer was invariably "No". The odd
fisherman said, "Yes, the inspector
boarded my boat and had a look around."

I do not blame the fisheries inspectors
for this laxity, because they do not have
sufficient means to police the Act, and
therefore no blame can be placed on the
inspectors. If they were issued with the
proper equipment they would be able to
carry out their duties in a proper manner.
Whilst conducting our investigations, alle-
gations were made against inspectors, but
I do not wish to have anything to say about
those allegations, because we did not set
out on a heresy hunt but to conduct an
investigation purely with the view of mak-
ing recommendations to conserve this in-
dustry for the future.

In our report we have recommended the
imposition of stiff penalties, and no matter
which government may be in office next
year it should be obliged to heed the ad-
vice that has been given, Of course, we
could be wrong in some of the opinions we
have expressed, because no one is infallible,
and we do not claim to know everything
about the industry. When we started our
investigations we realised we knew very
little about it, but from the evidence given
by reliable witnesses, of which we took
cognisance, I can assure honourable
members that the report has been pre-
pared purely in the interests of those en-
gaged in the industry in Western Austra-
lia.

Another point of interest was the method
of gauging the size of crayfish. Many
prosecutions have taken place against
people for catching undersize crayfish
and, in fact, I could produce a full file
dealing with them-

We discovered that it could so happen
that a fisherman could have the crayfish
which he had caught passed by an in-
spector at the centre where he was fishing
as being size crayfish, but upon thenr
being transported from, say, Lancelin to
]Fremantle, another inspector, with a com-
pletely different interpretation of the
method of gauging, could measure them
and rule that they were undersize cray-
fish , with the result that the whole catch
could be seized and confiscated and the
fishermen fined for catching undersize
crayfish. Not all inspectors follow the
same method of gauging to the exactnesa
that is required to measure a mininuum-
size crayfish. There was no doubt thal
no two inspectors followed the same meth-
od of measuring the carapace.

When we asked the Chief Inspector ol
Fisheries what sort of gauge he used, h(
said he did not use a gauge, but he dk
use vernier calipers. Fishermen on E
rocking boat are supposed to use the gaugE
and are supposed to be accurate in theii
measurements, although a tolerance of
per cent. in the catch is allowed before ii
is confiscated. Under adverse condi,
tions it would be impossible to measure s
crayfish accurately by the present method

The recommendation of the Honorarn
Royal Commission was that a differeni
shape stainless steel gauge should be used
This gauge cannot be bent when it t
dropped, knocked, or rocked. I do no
want any misunderstanding about the pro.
posed new method of measuring crayfish
it was suggested that the length of thi
gauge be reduced by 1/16th of an ie
and a different basis of measurement b4
used. Under the present method the gaugi
has to fit over the back of the carapace
where the tail meets the head; but witt
the use of the new gauge it would onl
have to sit on top of the carapace, and thi
moment the gauge fits over the carapac
the crayfish would be classed as under.
size.

Even the Fisheries inspectors agreed thi:
was a far superior method for measurini
crayfish, and so did every fisherman whc
gave evidence. Yet the Minister claimet
that we were seeking to reduce the size
We do not advocate a reduction in size b!
more than 1/64th of an inch. Let mo
summarise the position. We recoin
mended-

(1) Past patrol boats to be provided
(2) The taking of female crayfisl

during the spawning season be
tween the 1st January and thi
1st March to be prohibited.

(3) D~epths of 16 and 20 fathoms tb
be applied to catcher and freeze
boats respectively.

(4) Inspectors to be supplied with bet
ter equipment.
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I realise the department is straining its
resources to continue working on the pre-
sent basis, but with the proposed levy, and
with people having knowledge of the in-
dustry in control, the recommendations
which the commission made will succeed.

My final point is this: The Minister
Placed another misconception on our re-
Port. He said he could not understand
the reasons why the commission wanted
to bring down restrictions in the Abrolbos
region. It is obvious he did not read that
Particular part of the report, because the
commission recommended as follows:-

Restrictions. It is apparent to the
commission from the evidence ten-
dered that restrictions are necessary,
and with this in mind we recommend
that during the red crayfish season,
with the exception of the Abrolhos
region, catcher boats are to fish in
areas of not less than 16 fathoms
depth and freezer boats in areas of
not less than 20 fathoms depth.

Yet the Minister said he could not under-
stand why the commission wanted to limit
the waters in the Abrolbos region. I hope
I have not unduly wearied the Rouse with
my contribution to this debate. I thought
it was necessary to give some explanation.

THE BON. R. F. HUJTCHISON (Subur-
ban) (3.35 P.m.]: I will not delay the
House very long. I take this opportunity
in the debate on the Appropriation Bill
to bring to the attention of the House,
and to remove, a measure of injustice
which I have felt for some time past.

Usually I listen with interest to what
the honourable Dr. Hislop has to say, and
I give a full measure of appreciation to
his knowledge, as he is an educated man
and a doctor. Ho-one in this House is
in a position to question his statements
on medical terms, but on this occasion
I am taking strong exception to certain
statements and implications against me
when he spoke on the Workers' Compen-
sation Act Amendment Bill.

I have before me a Hansard copy of his
speech, from which I wish to quote a fewv
passages. His words and implications
place mie in a wrong light, and I resent-it.
When speaking to the Workers' Com-
pensation Act Amendment Bill on the .4th
November, the honourable Dr. Hislop had
this to say-

If I told honourable members about
the actions of some employers today
I might just drop a word of truth in
the ears of one who believes there is
no good in any employer.

I know that was pointed at me. I have
perused my speech, recorded in Hansardi,
and I did not use the word "employer,"
nor did I refer to it at any time. I was

referring to the insurance company. I in-
terjected and said that nobody had said
anything about these employers. Dr His-
lop then went on to say-

Should I retire, Sir, and let the
honourable member speak?

You. Mr. President, then said-
The honourable Dr. Hislop, will con-

tinue.
The honourable Dr. Hislop continued and
said-

I have heard the same interruption
all the time and I know what is at the
back of the mind of the individual
to make a slur on the character of
employers.

I think he Used the words "the individual
behind me" although in the record the
words "behind me" do not appear. I re-
sented those words he used. I then rose
to speak on a point of order and said-

That is not true. I ask for a with-
drawal of that statement because I
take it as an insult to myself. I said
nothing about employers. I said that
the insurance company set up by Par-
liament makes sufficient profits to
raise compensation. Dr. Hislop, cast
a slur upon me. and I object to being
called an individual in this House.

The honourable member was given per-
mission to Proceed.

My leader in this House then spoke
on the point of order and said-

The words used are offensive to the
honourable member and she has asked
that they be withdrawn.

YOU, Mr. President, then called on the
honourable Dr. Hislop. I did not make
any mention of. or reference to, "em-
ployer" in that speech.

When the honourable Dr. Hislop speaks
on matters such as this we listen to him,
because he Is a medical man and an edu-
cated man. However his overweening
ego carries him away at times. He cannot
bear to be spoken to. I object to the
honourable member calling me the indi-
vidual behind him.

Sometimes to be called an individual
can be taken as a compliment, because if
one is an individual one does not follow
the usual pattern or agree to everything
that is said. I might be an individual in
those ways. I hope I am. but -in my
opinion the honourable member did not
mean his remark in either of those ways.
To be called an individual instead of
merely a unit of the parliamentary
rnachine--especially in the dying hours of
a session-could be taken as a compli-
ment; but the honourable Dr. Hislop did
not mean his reference to be taken as a
compliment. I do not think I deserved
it and I think it was intolerant and dis-
courteous of him; and I am not pre-
Pared to accept it. I am resenting it.
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The point is that nowhere in my speech
on the Workers' Compensation Act Amend-
ment Bill did I mention the word
"employer", and this was why I pro-
tested, but you, Mr. President, would not
allow me to. I feel an injustice was done
me. We all know that the honourable
Dr. Hislop, as a medical man, chooses the
workers' compensation legislation as a
subject on which to speak at length. We
also know that he is like a punter: he
alwvays has five bob each way: and he
always backs two horses in the field; but
we all know how the race is going to end
because he is never for the worker when
it comes to the vote.

It did not become the honourable Dr.
Hislop to say what he did, and I am mak-
ing a protest. He has made a very bad
mistake this time because he has displayed
a lack of courtesy and has not told the
truth. He said I made a statement which
I did not make; and I do not doubt he
heard every word I said. I am asking
nothing else except that this House should
know that I was wronged on that occasion.

I now want to speak about advertising
and to draw the attention of Parliament
to the low standard of advertising which
is being engaged in. The other day the
women's Service Guild sent me a picture
which advertised a film, and asked me to
take the matter up. I understand some-
thing is being done about it. However,
I am going to go into the matter next
year If I am still here.

The practices adopted In advertising
have overstepped the bounds of propriety
and are becoming so bad that they are a
menace to our youth. Youth and children
look at papers and books and they take
for granted much of what they read.
Many of the claims made in the advertise-
ments for household and consumer goods
are not even true.

I bought aL frock recently and I was
assured that it was unshrinkable and that
it would wash. However, when I did
endeavour to wash it, it shrank to nothing
and went to pieces. It was advertised as
a woollen mixture, and I have sent the
garment to the Consumers' Association
for the matter to be investigated. There
is an urgent need for legislation to be
enacted to control the standard of goods
being offered for sale and to ensure that
advertisements are truthful.

I want to protest about the removal of
conveniences from railway stations in the
metropolitan area and elsewhere. I have
said this on many occasions, but it is none
the less true, that since the war mothers
have become the cart-horses of the nation.
All the conveniences and privileges they
enjoyed are gradually being filched from
them. For instance it used to be possible
for a woman to have her goods brought to
her door, and when she went out with her
baby in the pram, she had conveniences
If she required them, and a railway station

has always been looked upon by a mother
in a time of emergency as a place where
a convenience will be found. It is very
wrong that conveniences should be re-
moved from stations; and I will take the
matter up because very few conveniences
are available now for a mother, but she
still has to push her pram. We must
remember that not everyone has a car.

I said a few moments ago that women
are becoming cart-horses. This is becom-
ing so literally as well as metaphorically.
We have only to visit the big stores and
supermarkets to realise this because these
stores now provide trolleys which the
women cart around the store.

Very few conveniences are provided for
the housewife nowadays, and yet she still
has to bear the children and carry the
babies. It is time men started to think
about this type of thing and help women
in the community, because they are very
quickly becoming a forgotten race.

I would now like to pay a tribute to you
Mr. President, before the House rises, for
the ability and fairness with which you
have carried out your duties. The matter
I raised today I know is something you
missed, or you would not have acted as
you did. You have always been fair to
me and all honourable members.

I wish everyone in the House a happy
Christmas season and I hope we will see
each other next Year. I am including
those of us who go up for election. I thank
all those honourable members who have
helped me at any time. I am sorry I ended
on the note I did today, but I felt very
aggrieved about the matter. I have never
insulted anyone and I am not used to be-
ing insulted myself.
Sitting suspended from 3.48 to 4.4 p.m.

THE HON. N. E. BAXTER (Central)
(4.4 p.m.]: I want to take this opportunity.
on the Appropriation Bill, and following
what the honourable Mr. Ron Thompson
had to say, to deal with the report of the
Honorary Royal Commission on the Cray-
fishing Industry and the Fisheries Act. As
one of the three persons who was reported
to have an Immature knowledge of the
fishing industry, I must say I do not feel
the least diffident about what I intend to
say today; because I believe the report
that was submitted was based on sound
evidence taken from 107 witnesses, cover-
ing 1073 pages of transcript, over 16
sittings.

For the presentation of this report I
should like to record my thanks to my two
colleagues and to what might be termed
the Joint secretaries to the commission.
Mr. Hoft and Mr. Ashley. Their assist-
ance was extremely valuable, and I
believe this report has been made out in
a very concise manner. I do not know
whether all honourable members have
read it, but it is clearly set out under
different headings. It covers all facets
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of the industry as briefly as possible, with-
out a lot of verbiage, and it gets to the
Point instead of dealing with a lot of
extraneous matters.

I think I should start off my remarks
by saying what happened when we invited
witnesses to give evidence before the
Royal Commission. Honourable members
will recall that very shortly after this
Royal Commission was appointed, another
Royal Commission was appointed to in-
quire into the boat safety angle, particu-
larly as it affected fishing boats; and, as
a consequence, people in the industry
became very confused. So on the instruc-
tions of the commission the secretary did
his best, through advertisements in the
Press and in other ways, to advertise the
fact that there were two separate com-
missions; and, also, he worked in con-
junction with the secretary of the other
Royal Commission to make sure there was
no misunderstanding in people's minds
about the fact that there were two com-
missions.

There was a little bit of a mix up in
some instances, but we managed to
straighten them out when witnesses gave
their evidence. I should like briefly to
quote from the first few words of a sub-
leader of The West Australian but, before
I do so. I would like to mention that I
would not be standing here using up the
time of the House this afternoon on what
will possibly be the last day of the session
if the Minister for Fisheries had not
more or less declared war on the
commission by his newspaper statement
that the recommendations of the commis-
sion showed that its members had an
immature knowledge of the crayfishing
industry. In the subleader The West
Australian said this-

Whatever fault Fisheries Minister
Hutchinson may find in its reasoning,
the crayfishing honorary Royal Com-
mission was refreshingly blunt in its
recommendations. For this departure
from convention its members are to be
commended.

We intended to be blunt in our report to
bring the thing to a head and to try to
stop the procrastination that has existed
in this State over the fishing industry for
many years. I say that because on
examination of departmental files we
found that over the years, with all govern-
ments, there has been Procrastination over
the fishing Industry and its future. I
think I could state that without any
reservation after having examined the
files of the department. At one stage
there was an acting Minister for Fisheries
who took a keen interest in the industry,
but his reign was shortlived and the in-
dustry went back into the doldrums so far
as government interest was concerned.

The commission thought, when making
its report, that it should show a bold ap-
proach to bring the matter to a bead. The

honourable Mr. Ron Thompson dealt with
a series of questions that the commission
put to witnesses. Those questions were
divided into six groups and there was a
total of 39 questions. At the conclusion
of each group each witness was asked to
make any further comments on the set of
questions he had just been asked. After
the final question had been asked each
witness was given an opportunity of
tendering any further evidence he thought
would be of assistance to the commission
and useful to the industry.

Witnesses were also asked to indicate,
at any time during the hearing, whether
they wished to give evidence in camera;
and, if they did, the commission would
consider their request, and, if it thought
fit, grant them permission to give such
evidence in camera. Much of the evidence
was taken in that way; and we as members
of the commission are bound not to
divulge-and it will not be divulged-
evidence which was given in camera. The
Minister for Fisheries does not know what
evidence was given by witnesses in that
way and those who were acting with
the commission-the secretaries and the
Hansard reporters-are sworn to secrecy
and the information given at those bear-
ings will not be divulged.

Evidence was taken at Port Gregory.
and the commission received good support
from witnesses there. in spite of the fact
that the President of the fishermen's
association at Geraldton had assured us
that a large number of fishermen there
wished to give evidence, the response was
very poor. I had a telephone conversation
with the president of the fishermen's
association some time later in Geraldton
and he assured me that early in July he
would arrange for a large number to give
evidence. But when the commission went
to Qeraldton only two or three witnesses
turned up. That is how much interest
Geraldton fishermen showed in the fish-
ing industry and the inquiries that were
being made. What the reason for it was,
I do not know. I do not know why the
Geraldton fishermen were not prepared to
give any evidence.

At Dongara, which is not many miles
from Geraldton, the response from wit-
nesses was very good, and we had some
excellent witnesses from that centre. At
Jurien Bay, Cervantes, and Lancelin
Island. the response was also good, as It
was in Perth. In Fremantle the response
was exceptionally good. Finally the com-
mission went to Albany In July at the
request of the Albany Fishermen's Asso-
ciation to take evidence on the wet fish
industry.

It is a surprising thing the number of
People who, since the hearings have
finished, and the report has been submitted
to the Governor, have informed members
of the commission that they knew all about
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the industry and could have told us all As a matter of fact one inspector ad-
we wanted to know. But those people
did not come forward to give evidence.

The Hon. F. R. H. Lavery: You don't
want to take any notice of them.

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: It Is gener-
ally the way. Reference has been made
by the Minister for Fisheries to evidence
from fisheries inspectors, etc. The honour-
able Mr. Ron Thompson quoted a letter
sent by the Director of Fisheries to the
inspectors when the secretary of the com-
mission got in touch with the department
regarding inspectors giving evidence. A
list of inspectors was supplied by the de-
partment, but not all the information that
could have been made available was
supplied by the department.

I will deal with that aspect now. The
Minister commented that the commission
did not take evidence from the Director
of Fisheries, and he thought this was a
very poor show. As the honourable Mr.
Thompson explained, during part of the
time the commission was sitting the Dir-
ector of Fisheries was absent from the
State. In view of the fact that we called
the Chief Inspector of Fisheries to give
evidence, we felt it was not necessary to
call his superior, Mr. Fraser.

But I got in touch with Mr. Fraser and
made arrangements for members of the
commission to attend in his office and to
discuss certain pertinent matters with
him. These matters were discussed not
on the friendly basis that the Minister
suggests-although they were not discussed
in an unfriendly manner. After we had
finished discussing the matter with Mr.
Fraser we did have a friendly chat with him
and later we had a cup of tea. I think
any member of parliament who was inter-
viewing a departmental head would have
done the same. I am sure honourable
members would agree there was nothing
wrong with that. I have no apologies to
make in that regard.

The honourable Mr. Ron Thompson
dealt with the letters sent out by the
director to the fisheries inspector, and
the secretary of the commission took the
matter up with Mr. Doig, because it was
not in full conformity with the Public
Service Act. If anything was done to rectify
this we were never informed about
It. The secretary was Informed, however,
that a further letter would be sent to
make it clear to inspectors and to clarify
the position.

Unfortunately this was getting towards
the end of the commission's sittings. As
representatives of the people I think we
are fairly good judges of character, and
we felt right through the hearings that
the evidence we took from the inspectors
was not truthful evidence; that we did not
get truthful answers; Possibly because of
the letter sent out by the Director of Fish-
eries.

mitted to me privately after the hearing
of the commission that he had not told
the truth to the commission. There was
nothing much we could do about it. even
by invoking the powers under the Royal
Commissioners' Powers Act.

The Minister also referred to the fact
that no evidence was taken from the
fisheries scientists. Would the Minister
know what evidence was taken from the
fisheries scientists? As a matter of fact
upon instruction from the commission the
secretary got in touch with Dr. George,
who is one of the authorities, and who
is in close touch with Dr. Sheard in this
respect.

Dr. George informed the secretary that
he thought rather than waste the com-
mission's time and his own time, it
would be better if he provided us with
copies of their publications so that we
could study them. He felt that this would
be far more beneficial from the commis-
sion's point of view than if he gave
evidence for a few minutes. I cannot
help but feel that Dr. George was right.
The commission obtained and studied the
publications in question.

A further point made by the Minister
was that it was a blunder that we did not
get in touch with fisheries scientists and
Particularly with the Western Fisheries
Research Committee which was comprised
of People of world-wide authority. I
wonder whether the Minister wished to
impress honourable members in another
place by mentioning this high-sounding
name of Western Fisheries Research Com-
mittee, and trying to indicate that it was
a big organisation which had made a study
of the industry for many years.

The truth is that the committee has
only been appointed in the last 18 months.
and the committee originated from a sug-
gestion made by one of the processors in
this State; a man who has the good of the
crayfishing industry at heart. He made the
suggestion and the committee was set up.
The committee comprises Mr. Chittlebor-
ough who has made some contribution to
the industry; Dr. George, whose publica-
tions were studied; and Mr. Bowen, whose
name can be found in the Public Service
List.

This is not a committee of world-wide
renown as the Minister suggested. It is
a local committee. That sort of thing
does not go down with me, particularly
when the Minister tries to make out that
some marvellous organisation was not
consulted. I think It is an insult.

I would like now to deal briefly with
the commission's recommendations. I do
not want to weary the House with this
too long. Firstly I will deal with the
appointment of the authority. The Min-
ister said the commission had recom-
mended an authority and stated who its
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members should be. That is absolutely
incorrect, and indicates that the Minister
did not read the report very well; because
the authority suggested in the report
is similar to many authorities that have
been set up in this State by Parliament
whereby the Minister is empowered to ap-
point the members.

It is not as though we set out to say
that the authority should be comprised
of so and so, and so and so. as indicated
by the Minister. The report goes on and
makes recommendations at what It was
thought the powers of the authority
should be. They are not that long, and
I shall read some of them. One suggests
the co-opting of government servants--
police, factories and shops inspectors, etc.,
to assist in policing the Industry. This is
done today by suggesting that an ex officio,
officers work in co-operation with the
Fisheries Department. It is nothing new,
but It goes further than what is being
done today by suggesting that an ex officio
power be given to certain government
servants.

The question of a levy of so much in
the pound has already been dealt with
by the honourable Mr. Ron Thompson.
There was a further recommendation as
to the establishing, regulating and main-
taining of markets overseas, interstate
and locally. And here I would like to say
a few words beyond what was said by the
honourable Mr. Thompson, and give a
brief summary of the marketing of cray-
fish in this State.

Marketing, mostly overseas, is done by
the processing firms through brokers,
and as far as we could find out it was
reasonably satisfactory: although we were
informed that there was dissatisfaction in
some of the overseas markets. That is
something which should always be con-
sidered. We do not know when some
other country will come into the market.
and if we can establish a suitable market
for those who purchase crayfish it will
provide a better safeguard for the
industry.

The Minister took the point that this
authority would go in and take over the
whole of the market as is done by the Egg
Board. There was no such suggestion
made in the report. We appended to the
report legislation from New South Wales,
where an authority on a similar basis as
that suggested in our report was set up.
Under the regulations there the authority
considered that the marketing should be
done by one of the co-operatives under the
control of the authority. If the co-opera-
tive marketing is satisfactory the authority
Issues a permit to carry on. That is all
there is to it. There is no interference,
and there is no suggestion that there
should be any interference where the mar-
keting is satisfactory.

I think we all realise that in this case
there are no marketing arrangements at
all, and therein lies one of the evils of
the present set-up which helps to cause
this chaotic condition. In the marketing
at Perth probably not more than two bags
of crayfish a day go in. There is some
marketing at Fremantle, but not nearly
enough to satisfy the demands that exist
there. As a result of this that demand is
met by the supply of undersize crayfish
and by illegal traders.

I think honourable members have read
recent reports in the paper in regard to
the type of crayfish that has been ex-
ported to the Eastern States, and they will
be able to judge for themselves the illegal
trade in undersize crayfish that is going
on in this State and in the Eastern States.

We also recommended that restrictions
of the fishing industry in accordance with
the regulations should be approved by the
Minister. I cannot see anything wrong
with that. This has applied to other Acts
where this type of set-up exists. Another
point the Minister mentioned was that
he felt it was not British justice that we
should recommend that upon apprehen-
sion for an offence there should be sus-
pension of the fisherman's license until the
case is heard.

I believe the Minister has read this out
of context, because this is one of the
powers given to the authority that we sug-
gested should be set up. This only applies
to cases where they know the person has
been apprehended and has been flouting
the regulations. He must be stopped from
taking undersize crayfish or crayfish in
spawn, and the only way to stop him is
to cut off his activities. So if the autho-
rity feels that his license should be sus-
pended this should be done, and rightly
SO.

I think it is Quite evident that every-
body dealing in crayfish in this State
should be licensed with a view to protect-
ing the industry. That is where Some Of
the difficulties arise. The industry is a
very scattered one-it is scattered far and
wide up the coast, and it is very difficult
to police. It is very necessary to ensure
that every person who deals in crayfish
in any way at all is licensed and
open to inspection. Even persons trans-
Porting crayfish should be on the same
basis. Members can see all of this In the
report if they wish to read it, so I do
not propose to deal with It at great length.

A recommendation was made dealing
with the power of the authority in regard
to licenses. The recommendation was to
the eff ect that if a person wished to ob-
tain a license to enter the crayfIshing
industry, he must make application six
weeks prior to commencing fishing.

This was recommended as being one of
the rights of the authority, if appointed,
so that the application could be scrutin-
ised, instead of an inspector issuing a
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license on application as is done today.
That is a bad set up. Anyone with a
small boat can go along and apply for a
license and have it granted irrespective of
whether he has 2s.. £800, or £2,000. Im-
mediately he gets a license he goes along
to the processing works and says, "I have
got a license, but I have no money; can
you advance me £1,200, £1,500, or £1,800"
and it is advanced by the processing com-
panies. Then the game is on.

That money has to be repaid, so what
happens? There is no other answer than
that there has to be an illegal racket: and
I can assure honourable members that this
racket is every bit as bad as was the boot-
leggers' racket Ml America.

A recommendation was made also in
regard to the fact that each applicant for
a license had to submit a certificate of
seaworthiness of the boat to be used by
him for crayfishing. The Minister in his
speech indicated this was the prerogative
of the Harbour and Light Department. I
do not think the Minister read the recom-
mendation.

Of course, we know that it is the prerog-
ative of the Harbour and Light Depart-
ment to deal with the seaworthiness of
boats and issue the necessary certificates.
This recommendation had nothing to do
with that; it was purely a recommenda-
tion that an applicant must be able to pro-
duce a certificate of seaworthiness before
be receives a fishing license, which is only
right. He should not be granted a license
if he has an unseaworthy boat.

It was said that this would limit the
number of people in the industry. How-
ever, judging by some of the witnesses we
interviewed and some of the people we saw
in the industry, there are a number of
people engaged in it who should not be. It
is most necessary for the sake of the future
-whether the recommendations of the
commission are heeded or not-that there
be a tightening up of licenses to enable a
person to go crayfishing.

In regard to penalties, some three years
or so ago we amended the Fisheries Act
to increase them from the ridiculous £2 to
£10. I discussed this privately with the
Minister for Fisheries at the time and said,
"You are just playing with it.' The pre-
sent penalty is just a joke amongst the
majority of fishermen-a £10 penalty, with
an additional penalty for each undersized
crayfish taken. If they are caught, what
do they do? They get fined, catch an-
other couple of bags of undersized, and
pay the fine.

The Hon. F. R. H. Lavery: What about
the 1,200 lb. of crayfish that was conf is-
cated?

The Hon. Nl. E. BAXTER: I will leave
that until later on. In regard to the pol-
Icing of this industry, we recommend in
our report that it be taken out of the

hands of the Fisheries Department because
of the attitude of the fishermen in the in-
dustry. They feel the department has not
done the job that it could have done. They
have rather an aversion to the Fisheries
Department; and the position has devel-
oped into a game of one against the other.
Although the Minister said that he has told
the department to co-operate with the
fishermen, some peculiar things have been
done; and that does not give the fisher-
men very much confidence.

I will deal next with the intensification
of research. Certainly the Western Fish-
eries Research Committee the Minister has
set up will do a good job. However, re-
search into this industry is not easy, as it
is a very tricky industry. Even though
Mr. Chittlebrough, Dr. George, Mr.
Bowen, and others might know quite a bit
about crayfish and their mode of life,
there are a lot of questions to be answered.
I think the suggestion made by the com-
mission that if possible an aquarium be set
up so as to observe the way of life of cray-
fish, would be of great assistance to the
industry. There is a fisherman at the
Abrolhos Islands who has one small section
enclosed by a coral reef which he uses as
a private aquarium of his own. Something
like that would be quite a useful adjunct
to the industry.

Another recommendation which was
dealt with by the honourable My. Ron
Thompson was in regard to the gauge
used in the gauging of crayfish for size.
The Minister indicated in his speech that
we suggested a reduction in the size of
the gauge and that that could not pos-
sibly be thought of. If we had suggested
that there be a reduction in the size of
the gauge, the Minister would have been
justified in his remarks. However, if he
had read this report thoroughly, properly.
and intensely, he would have known that
a suggestion was made to reduce the
measurement from the horns to the rear
of the carapace, to where the gauge goes
over the back of the carapace, to 2 15/16
in.; and the gauge would not be allowed
to extend over the back of the carapace.

The method today is for the gauge to go
over the back of the carapace and be
fairly firm, but the suggestion of the
commission is that the gauge must rest
on the back of the carapace. So the
suggestion made by the commission
represents a small reduction of less than
1/16 of an inch in the measurement.
There Is no doubt that a complete
measurement would be obtained that way
and there would be no way left for the
Industry to take any crayfish that was
illegal in size, because there would be no
margin to allow it. So much for the
complaint by the Minister in that regard.

The honourable Mr. Ron Thompson
touched on the restriction of taking
female crayfish from the 15th August to
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the 1st March. The Minister in his
Speech said that the season is closed be-
tween the 15th August and the 15th
November. The commission knew that;
and its recommendation was made for
that period, because even if a fisherman
takes crayfish between the 15th August
and the 15th November he can be prose-
cuted. However, under this recommenda-
tion, he becomes liable again for taking
female crayfish: and the Penalties recom-
mended are very high.

The Minister also stated that this sug-
gestion was not possible, because by the
time the reds were running, towards the
end of December, the female crayfish
'would show the berry, and would show it
from then on. In other words, from the
end of the white season the white and red
females would show the berry. That is
not so; and that is borne out by the
evidence of fishermen of many years'
experience, and also by processors.

The honourable Mr. Ron Thompson in-
dicated a case where the spawn was deep
on the factory floor, but there was no
berry on those crayfish. This recomnmen-
dation would be very easily carried out
because when a crayfish is in spawn, or
roe, whichever one likes to call it, a
fiherman has only to take the crayfish
out of the water, turn it over, and on the
tail there is a tar spot; and the crayfish
is immediately thrown back into the water,
and that is the end of it. This would do
more towards the conservation of cray-
fish In this State than anything else, be-
cause it would allow the females during
that period to come to the stage of berry,
discharge the berry and the young cray-
fish, and give an opportunity for more
young crayfish to be available.

In my opinion, we may have to intro-
duce this recommendation for a couple of
Years to see how the crayfishing grounds
build up, and then perhaps it Could be
relaxed and later reintroduced if neces-
sary. It is a logical means of keeping the
crop high and static. Therefore honour-
able members should not fall for the story
that by the end of the white season the
white crayfish would be in berry, because
they vary on the coast from place to place.
They are in berry in one place at one time;
and in berry in another place, a few weeks
or months later. So it is shabby of the
Minister to make statements like that.

We have made high penalties in this
report because the Penalties Provided in
the Act have not done the Job. As I re-
marked before, they have been a joke
amongst the fishermen. This industry is
too good to let it go to the dogs because
the penalties are kept too low. Anybody
who has read the report would possibly
think that the penalties were very high,
but we must not forget that when people
take undersize crayfish they are interfer-
ig with an industry that belongs to the
State-an industry that is returning a lot
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of money to the State, and one that can
return a lot more by way of overseas'
exports.

Therefore if the industry is worth Pro-
tecting it is worth protecting properly
by imposing high penalties to see that
illegal practices do not occur; because in
spite of all the Minister claims has been
done there is still far too much illegal
trading going on in the industry.

Another recommendation was made:
and I do not know why this matter has
not been raised before. We have had the
Fishermen's Advisory Committee over the
years. This recommendation concerns
float-cutting by inspectors. There is a
reason behind float-cutting, and I do not
blame the inspectors. For a start, the
boats they are provided with have no winch
to lift the pots; and to lift a string of
60, 80, or 150 pots is a heavy task with-
out a winch; and by the time the inspector
gets 20 pots on board he has a load. By
the time be takes them to the shore and
gets back to the line of pots again, the
fisherman would have gone out and pulled
them up and gone away.

So a recommendation is made that in-
stead of cutting floats, as has been done,
thereby committing a breach of the Act
and also leaving cray pots in the water
that continue to catch crayfish, whether
the Pots are baited or not, the matter be
catered for by the inspector cutting the
float off: and all floats are branded with
the owner's boat number. The inspector
would replace the float with a fisheries
identity float, and he could keep as evid-
ence the float that he takes. It is then
suggested that it be the duty of the owner
of the pots to return the departmental
float to the department, or to the fisheries
officer, otherwise he would be subject to
a heavy penalty. That is a small way of
solving one of the problems of the indus-
try. It is simple and it would work very
well.

I made a private trip to the Eastern
States--" no expense to the Government,
because I went there on a holiday in order
to see some of my family-and whilst there
I took the opportunity to get in touch with
the Fish Authority in New South Wales,
which came into being about April of this
year. The man in charge is a man of
experience in that State, but not on the
actual manual side. He is a6 government
officer and has had a terrific lot to do
with the industry for many years. He is
a gentleman of very high calibre and his
name is Mark Joseph.

He was particularly good and made
available to me every piece of information
he Possibly could. I managed to learn a
lot from him about the set-up in that
State and how we could use some of their
methods in Western Australia. During
the course of my return to Western Auls-
tralia I spent a day in Melbourne and r
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took the opportunity to visit the Director
of Fisheries there. I discussed with him
different aspects of the trade, especially
of crayfish meat being sold in Melbourne.
He said to me, "We have no power to act
on behalf of the Western Australian auth-
orities, but we Would be very happy for
our officers to be appointed ex officio hon-
orary inspectors for Western Australia.
We are quite prepared to co-operate, and
in that situation we could help you people
in regard to what is going on."

Incidentally one of the matters I dis-
cussed with Mr. Mark Joseph was the
snap frozen fish being imported into Aus-
tralia. During the discussions I did bring
up the question of a reciprocal arrange-
ment by which the Fisheries Board
in Queensland, the authority in New South
Wales, and those in the other States would
agree that no fish, in the event of any of
the States entering the snap frozen fish
trade, would be dumped from State to
State without the request of the State
authority concerned. I think that arrange-
ment could be worked out in spite of the
Constitution Act. Mr. Joseph informed
me that the Queensland authority had
been in touch with him several days be-
fore and would be quite happy to co-
operate.

I do not want to continue longer than
I can help, but there are a few matters
I wish to deal with yet. I shall be as brief
as possible. in regard to the amount of
crayfish taken from the Western Austra-
lian erayfishing grounds, I would say we
mnust, without a doubt, have the best cray-
fishing grounds in the world, particularly
when we consider the amount of crayfish
that comes from our crayfishing grounds;
and there arc many more thousands of
pounds of crayfish that come out through
illegal channels. That shows what these
grounds have stood up to in spite of all the
factors against them and in spite of certain
measures taken to assist in maintaining
the present production.

The- grounds are very large, but there
are some areas that are pretty well de-
nuded of crayfish. It shows there is some-
thing wrong with the industry when some
of the areas are practically bare.

The Minister, apparently in an attempt
to be facetious, likened the report to a
not so good current cake. I do not know
whether the Minister is a good judge of
current cake. Perhaps he does not even
like it. This one apparently had too much
spice for him. Some of the Minister's
remarks were far from correct, and I do
not think he studied the report very well.
I know the part of the cake which the
Minister referred to and which stuck in
his -craw. That was the committee's
recommendation that if the industry re-
miained in the hands of the Fisheries
Department it would deteriorate.

The members of the commission are
quite confident that that is what will hap-
pen if what goes on at present continues.
I admire the Minister for the loyalty he
displays in defending his department. He
administers the department. But the
Minister, when trying to be derogatory of
the commission, proves how little he knows
about this matter; and he cannot be ex-
pected to know very much. I pay due
regard to him in that respect, and I have
told him so to his face. He has depart-
ments like health and that of Chief Sec-
retary, and he has to deal with hospitals,
gaols, etc.. and he also has to attend Par-
liament. How much time does he have to
study this industry and what goes on in
it? Of course he cannot do that, and I
do not blame him.

One has to go back to the point where
things go wrong-beyond the advice the
Minister receives from the department. I
believe that when the Minister makes his
remarks he should do so with due regard
for the facts and should not simply make
statements, as he did in another place.

There is a lot of information I could
give the House, but I do not want to
delay it too long. I have a number of
figures here relating to inspectors. I will
deal with them briefly. For the year ended
Lhe 30th June, 1963, the Estimates show
there were 44 inspectors including the
Chief Inspector (Mr. Brantley) and they
were paid total salaries of £51,200; but the
Public Service List for that year shows
only 23 inspectors, including two cadet
inspectors; and, as far as I can estimate,
the salaries of those inspectors, taken from
the Public Service List, and by computa-
tion of their grades, was about £33,000.

From the 30th June, to the 16th October,
when the honourable Mr. Ron Thompson
moved the motion responsible for the
Royal Commission, four more inspectors
were appointed: two assistant inspectors,
grade 2, in September of that year, one
assistant inspector, temporary, in Octo-
ber-, and one cadet inspector in. July. After
the 16th October-this may have bean ar-
ranged-six more were appointed, four of
whom were cadet inspectors-in other
words, rookies. They had to go out and
learn the business and deal with tough
crayfishermen; and they are tough.

The Hon. Ji. Dolan: The crays or the
fishermen?

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: The fisher-
men. The crays Pre Under; they are
undersize. Of these six, four were ap-
pointed in November after' the season had
been opened, and twvo were appointed in
January. 1964-

The Minister said he had been cndeav-
ouring to get money to appoint more in-
spectors. When one has a look at the
figures one finds that although the Esti-
mates show over the years the number of
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inspectors appointed, unless there is some-
thing wrong with the figures quoted in the
Estimates, they show that the number
dropped from 44 in 1961-62 to 32 in
19 63-64,

0! course there may be some reason for
that drop. The Estimates as compiled
may include research officers. There are
quite a nuxiber of them, and they appear
as inspectors in the Estimates. So when
we look over the figures we find there has
been no actual increase in the number of
inspectors at all, but rather the figures
have dropped.

Where the question of wanting money
to appoint more inspectors comes in, I do
not know, because the total revenue that
the department has spent from 1960 to
the 30th June, 1964, has risen
fromi £77,000 to £124,000 annually. So
apparently the amount of money re-
quired for the department has risen tre-
mendously since 1960. Yet there does not
seem to be an upsurge in the appointment
of inspectors. But I do know that the num-
ber, of clerical staff has increased from 10
to 14, with some assistants as well. I
think the Minister's excuse there was a
poor one.

Another point I wish to draw attention
to at this stage is that the fisheries
inspectors are paid from approximately £32
a week at the top down to £25 a week;
and these salaries apply in an industry
where the inspectors, during the season
from the 15th November to the 15th
August of the following Year, need to work
70 hour& or SO0 hours a week if they want
to do their job properly. They would get
a brief spell-not a particularly good one
-from the 15th August to the 15th
November.

Would you say, Sir, that it is fair to pay
an inspector-even an inspector on, say.
grade 1, or grade 2-between £25 and £32
to work for 70 to 80 hours a, week for 10
months of the year and expect him, if the
opportunity arose and he was a little bit
weak, not to accept graft: and I can tell
honou~rable members that this industry is
as wide open to graft as any other?

The H-on. F. Rt. H. Lavery: You are not
suggesting the inspectors take graft?

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: 1 am suggest-
ing the possibility is there, and It must be
there while we have the human clement
in the industry, particularly when these
inspectors are paid wages quite incom-
mensurate with the hours they have to
work if they are going to do the Job
properly: and either inspectors carry out
their duties in a proper manner, or they
neglect them; and from then on one can
use one's own judgment.

The minister also made mention that
some of the matters raised in the report
had been implemented. This is quite likely.
The Minis 'ter also, in view of a pending
election, challenged the Opposition to

make, as a plank of its policy, the divQrc-
ing of the industry from the Fisheries
Department. I take a Poor view of the
Minister making that statement because,
as he knows, this Honorary Royal Com-
mission was appointed following a motion
moved by the honourable Mr. Ron
Thompson. Although that honourable
member is not a member of the Govern-
ment, it does not imply that he had any
political bias in the matter.

He knew, when he moved the motion for
the appointment of a Select Committee
that a member would be drawn from the
Country Party and one from the Liberal
Party to act as members of the Select
Committee. That has always been the
condition applying to the appointment
of any Select Committee by this House.
Unfortunately the original member of
the Liberal Party who was nomin-
ated to act as a member of this Select
Committee was unable to accept, -and
eventually the mover of the motion re-
quested that the honourable Mr. Syd
Thompson, although he voted against the
motion, should act on the committee in
place of the honourable Mr. Mattiske.

As I have stated, despite the fact that
he had voted against the motion, the
honourable Mr. Syd Thompson agreed to
serve on the Select Committee, and
throughout our investigation he showed
that he was as keen as we were to see that
the industry was placed on a proper foot-
ing. He has not shown any political bias
whatsoever in this matter. Party politics
do not enter into tbis subject. It is an
industry which is of great importance
to the State and which is returning
£5,000,000 a year to Western Australia.
much of which is earned in dollars. We
have no intenton of exploiting the indus-
try for the sake of party politics. Nothing
could be further from our minds.

The Minister quoted figures showing
the great increase in the quantity of cray-
fish that has been caught in this State.
There is no doubt that there has been an
increase in the number of crayfish caught.
but there has also been a tremendous in-
crease in the number of boats registered.
The crayfish catch per year has risen
from 2,000.000 lb. to 2 1,000,000 lb. This
is a clear indication of the marvellous
heritage that lies in the crayfishing
grounds along the coast of this State. it
also points to the fact that there is great
need for the industry to be conserved and
nursed, and for everything Possible to
be done for those engaged in the industry.
We have stated in our report that whilst
the industry remains under the control of
the Fisheries Department it will deterior-
ate. We are firmly convinced on that.

I do not think there is anything else
I want to say on this subject. I have
dealt with most of the remarks mnade by
previous speakers and by the Minister. At
one stage the Minister did say those en-
gaged in the industry were not -in favour
of establishing an authority to control the
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activities of the industry, but I think that
since the Minister made that statement,
there has been a change of attitude; that,
with the effluxion of time, the fishermen
who may, whilst we were conducting our
investigations, have been lukewarm over
the establishment of an authority to con-
trol the industry, are now in favour of it.

I hope the report of the Honorary
Royal Commission will not be buried in
the archives of any department. Instead,
it should be closely examined, not only by
members of Parliament but also by mem-
bers of Cabinet. We do not claim that
the report is perfect, but we do claim
that it could form a basis to ensure that
the crayfishing industry will not only con-
tinue to prosper and produce the quantity
of crayfish that has been produced to
date, but that it will, in future, double
its production. I trust that, despite the
fact that 12 months have already been
lost to us, steps will soon be taken along
the lines recommended in the report.

Unfortunately, the crayfishing indus-
try opened on the 15th November last and,
atlhough this report has been in the
hands of the Minister for Fisheries since
the 6th August. three months elapsed
before it was tabled in Parliament.
Further, as a result of the Minister casti-
gating and condemning the recommenda-
tions contained in the report, another
year will have been lost in which steps
could have been taken to effect improve-
ments in the industry. This will mean
that for another year the illegal taking
of undersize crayfish will continue and
they will be lost to us. I support the Bill.

THE BON. J. M. THOMSON (South)
[5.6 p.m.]: I wish to say a few wards on
a matter in which I am very interested:
namely, the building industry, During
the next session of Parliament I hope the
Minister will consider bringing down a
Bill to amend the Builders' Registration
Act In order to prevent the exploitation
that has been taking place from time to
time in country districts of those people
who have engaged building contractors to
carry out renovations or additions.

The Hon. L. A. Logan: You want the
Act to apply to country areas as well as
the metropolitan area?

The Hon. J. M. THOMSON: Yes, I do.
The Hon. L. A. Logan: This matter was

raised with me the other day,
The Hon. J. M. THOMSON: I am

pleased It has been. Acts have been per-
petrated upon country people by un-
scrupulous builders who have come from
the metropolitan area to give quotes for
building work and who, upon receiving
the contract, have carried out a portion
of the work and then left the job un-
finished. I think the Builders' Registra-
tion Act should be amended to apply to
at least to the South-West Land Division,

We all know it now applies to the metro-
politan area in accordance with the
boundaries defined by the Metropolitan
Water Supply, Sewerage, and Drainage
Board. Unfortunately Its Provisions do
not apply beyond those boundaries.

The Minister would be well advised to
consider increasing the personnel of the
board by appointing an additional mem-
ber to represent the clients of builders. I
also believe that some of the penalties
could be reviewed and increased to pre-
vent misrepresentation and the commit-
ting of misdemeanours that are committed
by unscrupulous builders from time to
time. It is well known that many people
who have engaged the services of a
builder to carry out renovations and addi-
tions have suffered at the hands of uin-
scrupulous contractors. If we amended
the Act to provide that such people shall
be registered, as we have in other meas-
ures that have been brought before Par-
liament this session, the activities of the
building industry could be properly con-
trolled, especially in country districts.

I do not want to delay the House by
labouring the point, and I conclude in
the hope that the Minister will introduce
a Bill during the next session of Parlia-
ment to remedy the situation, especially
in view of the fact that he has intimated,
by way of interjection, that the matter
is a current hot potato and some people
have already interviewed him in regard
to it. I can assure him that many people
in the country have suffered at the hands
of unscrupulous contractors. I support
the Hill.

THE HON. F. R. H. LAVERY (West)
r5.10 pm.]: I want to speak on some
matters which I consider to be vital. How-
ever, before doing so I want to point out
that in referring to these matters at this
late stage of the session I do not expect
to get answers this afternoon to the
questions I will raise. However, I would
like to remind the Minister that when I
raised some questions during the Address-
in-Reply and at the close of the last
session of Parliament, the Minister sup-
Plied mne with answers in writing, and I
have that in mind now, because I greatly
appreciate his efforts on my behalf. He
promised to obtain a reply from the Min-
ister for Railways in regard to the closing
of the Bibra, Lake railway line. I have
received a satisfactory communication
from the Minister for Railways, and I
again thank the Minister for his efforts
in that regard. With that in mind I hope
that what I am about to say will be con-
sidered to be constructive.

After conducting some research into this
matter, I am not sure in my own mind as
to what steps can be taken to remedy the
situation, but I was wondering whether
the Government could advise those in
control of the Hospital Benefits Fund-
either in the Commonwealth or the State
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sphbere-to give serious consideration to
the inclusion of dental charges in their
scheme. During the last few months
many people have spoken to me and asked
whether this could be done. Among those
People were some dentists. They sug-
gested to me that because of the high cost
of dental treatment, dental plates, and
surgery examinations, some families are
finding it difficult to afford dental treat-
ment. A member of the Young Liberal
League suggested to me that I may be able
to convince members of Cabinet that
investigations should be made into this
matter with a view to increasing contribu-
tions so that a claim could be made on
the Hospital Benefits Fund for dental
treatment.

The Hon. L. A. Logan: That is continu-
ally under review by the health services.

The Hon. F. R, H. LAVERY* I am
appealing to the members of Cabinet to
Pay special attention to this subject
because as each year passes the cost of
dental treatment is rising and some
dentists are incurring quite a number of
bad debts. If some consideration is
given to my request they may have a better
chance of being paid for their services.

Although I have very little knowledge of
it. the next subject I wish to raise is that
of veterinary science. I am led to believe
that, in the main, farmers would be quite
willing to contribute to the cost of the
establishment of a chair of veterinary
science at the University of Western Aus-
tralia. The position in this State is that if
aL young man is desirous of taking a course
in veterinary science he has to travel as
far as Queensland to conduct his studies
and graduate in this subject. Members of
the Country Party may be wondering why
a city member is raising this question. I
do so because I am fully aware that our
animal population is increasing so rapidly
in the south-western portion of our State
as a result of pasture improvement, and
Either improved methods of husbandry,
that there is a great need for veterin-
arians in Western Australia.

The number of sheep carried per acre
ias increased and, in addition, in recent
years some very valuable strains of
nerino rams have been brought into this
Rtate. Two years ago one honourable
nember In another place had a ram which
was worth £3,000. It was alive in the
flemning but by the afternoon it was dead.'This happened because he could not get
:he services of a veterinary surgeon in
:ime. The vet had to come from a da~-
ace of 70 miles, and he was booked up
;hat day. When he reached the property
n the afternoon the animal had died.

About 18 months ago I asked the hon-
)urable Dr. Hislop for some advice on the
raining of veterinary surgeons. There
vere some students in the State who did
iot want to enter Into other professions,

but they were prepared to undertake a
course In veterinary science, More
students should be encouraged to become
veterinary surgeons. I hope that what I
am saying will not fall on deaf ears. -I
hope that Cabinet will give some consider-
ation to this matter, and will, in future
years. do something about it,

With the pastoral improvements being
effected in the southi-west portion of the
State the sheep numbers are rising very
rapidly. If we are to have a large popula-
tion and big industries In Western Aus-
tralia we should not allow any diminutions
in stock husbandry.

I now wish to turn to another matter:
the provision of overways and underways
at railway crossings. With the iight
trains which are in use over the existing
narrow-gauge railway lines, booms and
flashing lights might prove to be adequate
safeguards at railways crossings. I
attended three conferences In the last 12
months at which this and related matters
were discussed. Representatives of the
town planning authority, the Main Roads
Department, the Railways Department,
the water supply authority, and local
authorities attended those conferences.
We were told that the standard gauge
railway line would be constructed around
the fringes of the metropolitan area run-
ning from Toodyay through the Avon
Valley, along the foothills of the Darling
Range, and through Gosnells to Ewinana.

Far too many railway crossings have
been planned on the stretch of line from
Upper Swan to Kwinana. We were told
that flashig lights or booms will be In-
stalled at those crossings. These might be
all right in the case of trains of 250 tons
travelling at 22 miles per hour, but the ore
trains which will use the standard gauge
line from Koolyanobbing to Kwinana will
be three quarters of a mile in length with
a load between 1,500 and 1,700 tons tray-
elling at 60 miles per hour through dis-
tricts like Carlisle and Gosneils. With a
load as great as that, and travelling at
a speed of 60 miles an hour, the train
will take three quarters of a mile to pull
up.

The standard gauge railway is to cost
nearly £40,000,000, but I understand that
already the original estimate has been ex-
ceeded. As an ex-transport driver, as a
present-day motorist, and as a responsible
member of the community, I feel it is My
duty to bring these matters up, not in
protest because the line Is passing my
neighbourhood, but in the interests of the
safety of the general public.

In MY view another £500,000 should be
added to the cost of constructing the line
to provide overways and underways at
the various crossings. That is not a great
sum when we take into account the Cost
of a bad train accident, which could be In
the region of £100,000.
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Let me outline the Position before the
overway was built along Great Eastern
Highway at Bellevue. At that spot there
is a steep hill. and before the overway was
built vehicles loaded with stock or timber
had no chance of pulling up should they
get out of control. A number of lives were
lost at that crossing. I think in all seven
lives were lost there. The cost to the
Railways Department of train accidents
would amount to a very high figure if we
took into account all the smashes which
have occurred in the last 15 to 20 years.
Just imagine the damage which would be
caused when aL train loaded with 1,500
tons, and travelling at 60 miles per hour,
crashed into a E-nnitrailer loaded with tim-
ber or cattle. If ever there is an appro-
priate time to take action it is before and
not after such a tragedy occurs.

The overway on the Great Eastern
Highway should have been built 25 years
ago. In those days the cost would not
have been nearly as great. The big com-
pames 'which are establishing industries in
Western Australia do not look at the cost
for this year or next year, but for 50 years
ahead. Similarly, overways and under-
ways should be built now, and the cost
spread over the next 50 years. I am not
criticising any government, but when it is
planning a project such as the standard
gauge railway, consideration should be
given to the building of overways or under-
ways at crossings.

One can travel throughout South Aus-
tralia and see the large number of under-
ways and overways. Wherever possible
they are built. Similarly along the new
railway line in Tokyo a large number of
them are provided. When I was in
Japan I was able to see how effective these
installations wvere. I was in a train which
was involved in an accident in Tokyo when
four people wvere killed. The train was
travelling at 60 miles an hour, but fortu-
nately for me only my face was cut.

Owing to the difficult terrain in Toodyay
and the Avon Valley the cost of the -stan-
dard gauge railway line has already been
increased by a further £2,000,000; yet con-
sideration is given only to the installation
of temporary flashing lights and booms
at the crossings. Compared with that
added cost, the cost of providing over-
ways and underways is relatively small.
It is the duty of people in responsible
positions to bring these matters before the
Government with a view to providing a
greater measure of safety.

Along the stretch from the Avon Valley
to the Great Eastern Highway the line has
been raised four feet above road level
where it crosses the main highway from
Toodyay in the Herne Hill area.
One wonders how the engineers could have
contemplated such a thing. We were abso-
lutely amazed to see it.

Every possible effort should be made to
reduce the death Loll on our roads. The

number for this year has already exceeded
200, and I understand that in some of the
other States it has reached as high as 800.
A great number of these accidents occurred
at railway crozsings. I am sincere in my
appeal to the authorities to give further
consideration to providing greater safety
measures at railway Crossings.

The people should not be told that
flashing lights and booms will be installed
until such time as the total cast of the
project is known. After all, another
£500,000 added to the £45,000,000 for the
Project does not amount to very much. I
have already pointed out that one bad train
accident on the standard gauge line could
cost as much as £100,000. and that would
be one-fifth of the total cost of building
the ove-rways ond underway$.

During this session I asked some ques-
tions relating- to the Wellard Road cross-
ing at Media, as a result of a railway
crossing accident. I appreciate the replies
which were gfiven by the Minister. It is
row alnmost December and the questions
were asked in late September, but I have
not yet been notified of the decision of the
flashing' lights committee which carried
out investigations and made a report. I
have not been informed of its decision, nor
has the Shire of Ewinana. it is only right
that we should be informed.

The next matter I wish to deal with has
already been raised by me in the debate
on another Bill. it is the sale of liquor
at drive-in centres. The Minister raised
a query as to the position of the gallon
licensees. I have since made inquiries
from 35 gallon licensees, and each of them
admitted that it was possible for someone
of mature age to obtain liquor from them,
and then to pass the liquor on to carloads
of teenagers. one cannot blame the gallon
licensee for selling liquor to an adult.

In another place the honourable member
for East Melville brought the matter up
during this session. It received little pub-
licity in the Press. We find that today the
magistrates are beginning to complain
about the ease with which liquor can be
obtained by the teenagers at the drive-in
centres. I would ask the responsible Min-
ister to see if something can be done to
assist the police in stopping this flow of
liquor to young people, and so reduce the
incidence of motor accidents.

Another matter I wish to deal with con-
cerns the impurities which are discharged
from the big industrial establishments at
Kwinana. and the surrounding districts.
Some of the complaints were most genuine.
When Bp was first established at Kwinana
fears were expressed that oil from the
refinery would find its way into the waters
of Cockburn Sound. The manager said
the company could not afford to bring oil
from across the world to the refinery at
Kwinana for it to be discharged into the
ocean. He said that every precaution
would be taken to ensure that no oil was
discharged into those waters.
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Since that time I do not think any oil
has been spilt into the water there, except
on one occasion when a ship discharged
somec oil into the water when it was away
from the wharf. The effluent which is
discharged by the industries into Cockburn
Sound will have to be watched. The con-
ditions of the agreements entered into be-
tween the Government and those indus-
tries will have to be Poiced very rigidly.
There is no doubt about that. The in-
dustries themselves are spending money
on this. But the underwater fishermen
can tell us what Is happening in Cock-
burn Sound and the market gardeners can
tell us what is happening in their area
because of the dust and gases.

When the honourable Mr. Ron Thomp-
son was asking questions the other day
in regard to some of the gases from the
refinery the Minister for Mines told him
that perhaps he was a chemist who knew
all about it. I want to tell the Minister
that those who are advising us are chem-
ists and we are accepting their views be-
cause we know they are competent. It
is not fair to suggest we think we are
know-ails.

We are so relying on the advice of these
chemists that I can assure the Govern-
ment we will be giving this matter a fair
amount of investigation before next ses-
sion. Whether I am here or not, the
honourable Mr. Ron Thompson will be;
and if the Government will not do
anything about it we wvill be doing some-
thing ourselves so that we can report back
to Parliament with the information.

We must take notice when fish are lying
on the beaches and the underwater
fishermen tell us what is occurring in the
areas in which swimming was freely pos-
sible. We wvant the Government to
understand this is the truth and we are
not being facetious and wasting the time
of Parliament by submitting these mat-
ters.

I do not expect not to be here next
year. by any manner of means, because
C think in the area I represent under the
new boundaries it will be rather diffi-
zult for me not to be here. Perhaps I am
being a little egotistical by saying that.

I want to thank all those who are being
so kind to me. I refer particularly to
hiose on the staff, to the diningroom staff,
to others all over the building, the officers,
and particularly to the Joint House Com-
mittee of which I am a member, and to
*,1I honourable members here who offered
me the position of a Deputy Chairman
,f Committees. This is a Position I have
enjoyed very much and from which I have
learnt a lot.

Finally, I wish you, Mr. President, a
ong, happy, and healthy life, and hope
that you sit in that Chair for some con-
siderable time Yet. I appreciate-and we

all appreciate-you. You lift our stan-
dards by being so. shall I say, gracious
and fair in all Your decisions? Thank
you very much.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee, etc.
Bill passed through Committee without

debate, reported without amendment, and
the report adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by

The Hon. A. F. Griffith (Minister for
Mines),* and passed.

DEBT COLLECTORS LICENSING
BILL

Returned

Bill returned from the Assembly with
an amendment.

Assembly's Amendment: In Committee
The Chairman of Committees (The

Hon. N. E. Baxter) in the Chair; The
Hon. A. F. Griffith (Minister for Justice)
in charge of the Bill.

The CHAIRMAN: The amendment
made by the Assembly is as follows:-

Page 19, line 16-Insert after the
word "Act" the following words:-

and exempting wholly or to the
extent prescribed any other
person, body or authority or class
of persons, bodies or authorities
from the operation of this Act
and specifying what provisions, if
any, of this Act and the regula-
tions are, with such modifications
as are necessary or seem desir-
able and are specified in the
regulations, to apply to the per-
son, body or authority or any
class thereof so exempted.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: When this
Bill was being debated in another place
the query was raised as to whether those
p~eople who regularly collected for milk-
men, newsagents, local authorities-their
rates, or dog licenses-could be classed
as debt collectors. Personally I have no
doubt they are not. A person becomes
a debtor when he refuses to pay an out-
standing account. However, rather than
there be any doubt, my colleague, the
Minister for Industrial Development, who
represents me in another place, moved an
amendment which would give the Minis-
ter the right to exempt by regulation this
class of people. I move-

That the amendment made by the
Assembly be agreed to.

The Hon. J. DOLAN: I have no objec-
tion to this amniadment but I would like
the Minister to clarify one point. He
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mentioned the collection of local govern-
ment rates. Is there to be any differentia-
tion between local government rates and
debts?-because I know of one case where
a local authority passed over the collec-
tion of back rates to a debt-collecting
Airm.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: That would
be a debt.

The Hon. J. DOLAN: I just wanted the
point clarified so that I would be under
no illusion.

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: If the rates
on my property are due on the 30th
November and the local authority ap-
points someone to come to my house to
collect those rates before that date, I
would not regard that as a debt In the
strict sense of the word. However, if the
rates were six months overdue1 then they
would be a debt. If I then paid the
amount by instalments, the debt collector
would be entitled to add the 2* per cent.

'This amendment is to cover those who
collect, for instance, for a milkman who
asks his customers not to leave their
money on the front door steps because
montbly amounts have disappeared from
time to time. I could give honourable
members examples of this sort of thing,
but I will not.

The Hon. R. Thompson: We all could.
The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH: Yes; but I

could give you some particular examples.
In order to avoid the milk money being
stolen, the milkman would have to say.
"Don't put the money out; I will come and
get it. or I will send my son or someone
else to get it."

Question put and passed;, the Assembly's
amendment agreed to.

Report
Resolution reported, the report adopted,

and a message accordingly returned to the
Assembly.

GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES'
HOUSING BILL
Assembly's Message

Message from the Assembly received
and read notifying that it had agreed to
the amendments made by Council.

MINE WORKERS' RELIEF ACT
AMENDMENT BILL

Assembly's Message

Message from the Assembly received
and read notifying that it had agreed to
the amendment made by the Council,
subject to a further amendment.

In Committee
The Chairman of Committees (The

'Ron, N. E. Baxter) in the Chair; The Hon.
A. F. Griffith (Minister for Mines) in
charge of the Bill.

The CHAIRMAN: The amendment
made by the Council, to which the
Assembly has agreed, subject to a further
amendment, is as follows:-

Schedule.
Page 16, line 4 to end of the

schedule-Delete all words and sub-
stitute the following:-

(le) Subject to the provisions
of this section, where a worker
is disabled from earning full
wages, by reason of suffering
from tuberculosis in association
with silicosis or asbestosis, and
any of those diseases is, or was,
due to the nature of any em-
ployment in which the worker
was employed at any time pre-
vious to the date of employ-
ment. that person is deemed to
be totally incapacitated for
work, during such period as
the tuberculosis is active, and,
thereafter, for a further period
of three months or for the
period that he is unemployed,
whichever period Is the shorter,
and. during that period and a
further period, the person is,-

(a) if in receipt of payments
under the Tuberculosis
Allowance (Common-
wealth) Scheme, estab-
lished under the Tuber-
culosis Act, 1948, of
the Commonwealth, en-
titled to compensation
in weekly payments
equal to the maximum
weekly income per-
missible under that
scheme; and

(b) If not in receipt of
Payments under the
scheme mentioned in
paragraph (a) of this
subsection, entitled to
such compensation as
that to which he would
be entitled, if totally
incapacitated by pneu-
moconiosis,

The further amendment made by the
Assembly is as follows:-

Line 12 of the amen dment-Delete
the word "employment" and insert in
lieu the word "disablement".

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFTH: I apologise
to the honourable Mr. Heenan. The
honourable member pointed out this word
to me last night. I thought I had read
the amendment correctly, but obviously I
had not. I move-

That the further amendment made
by the Assembly be agreed to.

Question put and passed; the further
amendment made by the Assembly agreed
to.

Report
Resolution reported, the report adopted,

and a message accordingly returned to the
Assembly.
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FACTORIES AND SHOPS ACT
AMENDMENT BILL

Assembly's Message

Message from the Assembly received and
read notifying that it had agreed to the
amendment made by the Council, subject
to a further amendment.

In committee
The Chairman of Committees (The Han.

N. E. Baxter) in the Chair; The Hon. L,.
A. Logan (Minister for Local Government)
in charge of the Bill.

The CHAIRMAN: The amendment made
by the Council is as follows-

Clause 2.
Page 2, line 31-After the word

"Permit" insert the words "includ-
ing the requirements of subpara-
graphs (iii), (iv) and (v) of para-
graph (c)."

The further amendment made by the
Assembly Is as follows:-

Add to the amendment the words
"of this subsection".

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: This is ob-
viously a drafting amendment. The Par-
liamentary Draftsman has picked up the
error, and so as to put the Bill In order,
I move-

That the further amendment made
by the Assembly be arced to.

Question put and passed; the further
amendment wade by the Assembly agreed
to.

Report
Resolution reported, the report adopted,

and a message accordingly returned to the
Assembly.

WHEAT PRODUCTS (PRICES
FIXATION) ACT AMENDMENT

BILL
Assembly's Message

Message from the Assembly received and
read notifying that it had agreed to the
amendment made by the council.

Sitting suspended from 6 to 8.40 p.m.

CLOSE OF SESSION
Comnplimentary Remarks

THE HON. A. F. GRIFFITH (Suburban
-Minister for Mines) 18.40 p.m.]: We
hiave completed the business of the third
session of the 24th Parliament of the
State of Western Australia. I think it
Nill be agreed by honourable members
that this is a~ reasonable hour of the
2ight in which to conclude a session. I
.an remember in years past going home
it an hour much later, or in fact much
arler in the morning, than this.

It is customary at this time of the
year, as we approach the close of the
session, for us to avail ourselves of the
opportunity before we disperse from the
precincts of Parliament House to express
our appreciation of the many services and
kindnesses extended to us during the
period that the House has been in session.

This is the first session held under the
new roof of Parliament House, and I am
sure that honourable members will join
with me when I say that the conditions
of Parliament House have lent themselves
to providing much better facili ties gener-
ally for members and the staff of Parlia-
ment. It is ray pleasure to express my
personal appreciation, and that of my
colleague, the honourable Mr. Logan. to
you, Mr. President, for the manner In
which the business of the House has been
conducted. I am sure honourable members
will join with me in these sentiments.

On similar occasions over a number of
years I have endeavoured to extend to
you, to the Clerk of Parliaments (Mr,
Roberts) and his staff, and to the Con-
troller of the Joint House Committee and
his staff my sincere appreciation of the
services and facilities which are provided
to me and to my colleague, the honourable
Mr. Logan, in our work of attending to the
business of this House. in these remarks
I Join the Chief Hansard Reporter, his
staff, and the Press. I thank the Press for
its continued attendance in the Legislative
Council gallery to report the activities of
this House.

it is my wish that those who have
helped me during this session and in
past sessions will accept my sincere
appreciation and expression of gratitude,
and hold me excused on this occasion if
I do not mention them by name or in-
dividually. I do desire, however, to thank
the honourable Mr. Wise, who occupies
the position of Leader of the Opposition
In this Chamber, for the reasonableness,
generally, of the non-government mem-
bers in the debates that have taken place.

In the six years of the life of this Gov-
ernment we have dealt with no less than
approximately 472 Bills. I do not know
whether this is a good thing or a bad
thing. But this particular year has been
a record so far as I can ascertain, be-
Cause we have considered 117 Bills since
Parliament opened. This number has,
perhaps, been built on considerably, be-
cause in my departments I have had, I
think, in excess of 30 Bills.

With few exceptions the legislation in-
troduced into the Chamber was well
received, and hence the responsibilities of
the Chairman of Committees and his
deputies were perhaps less onerous this
year than on previous occasions. However,
their very able assistance contributed
greatly to the despatch of business in
this House.
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We passed many interesting Ells this
session in the social welfare category.
Some of these dealt with the establish-
taent of the Youth Council, the raising
of the school-leaving age, the control of
discharge of impurities into the air, the
eontrol of poisons, chirocpractors, pharma-
cists, compcn~ation for Persons assisting
the police in the execution of their duties,
the control of debt collectors, estate
ag-ents, door-to-door salesmen, and the
safety of aircraft and persons on aircraft.

Inquiry agents and used car dealers have
been placed on a better footing. Import-
at advances have been made in workers'

compensation, coalmine workers' pensions,
and mine workers' relief. The National

'iutwas established as a statutory body.
important administrative and legal legis-
7latdon was introduced and proclaimed. A
suitors' fund was set uip. The laws con-
cerning wills was given very practical ap-
.rilication. The Supreme Court Act was
amended, and important amendments to
the Companies Act were made with a view
to protecting the investing public in gen-
eral. A number of important iron ore
agreements were ratified.

I1 do not desire to delay honourable
mrembers by going through all the mea-
sures and giving a detailed review of the
le-islative achievements which Parliament
has dealt with in this, the third session
,of the SZ4th Parliament.

"Nie I am dealing with die subject of
legisLtion I desire to express my apprecia-
tion of the generous accord that was given
by honourable members to the far-reach-
ing effects of the statute Law Revision Bill
which was accepted by Parliament. There
are manay other Pieces of legislation to
-which I have not made reference, nor do
I intend to do so at this point of time.

Bhfore concluding I would Point out to
hrnourable members who are leaving for
their homes and constituencies that the
n _3t election of members of this I-ouse will
be an historical occasion. Vor the first
time next Year we will go to the polls
i-nder a different constitution and under
a different redistribution of boundaries.
All I can personally say is that I hope
there will not be too many disappointments
as a result of the forthcoming election next
-yc -r- Whatever be the result of the elec-
£22c -r trust that when the numbers go up
a decision 'will be produced in the best
intarasts of the State.

I wish to thank the Leader of the Oppo-
sition (The H-on. F. J. S. Wise) for his co-
operation. I wish him gocod luck. Per-
?ia-ps. I can go so far as to say that I sin-
.;rely trust he will be spared to occupy the
pcrtion which he now holds for many
ye, -5s to come.

With those closing remarks I extend to
retiring members my very best wishes. I
hope for them a long life in continued good
health. My thanks go to the officers of

the departments which come under in
three Portfolios I hold I would like t
thank The officers of the Crown La'
Department in the drafting section wh
have workedl very assiduously and ver
hard during this year to prepare the legis
lation for presents jion to Parliament. 'Th
production of 117? Bills, some of whic
were extensive and complicated, by thre
draftsmen, is no mean task.

I would like to pay a special tribute t
the Seretary to the Ministers in thi
House 'Mr. Whitely) who once again thi
year, as he has iln the past, slet himsel
to his task. He has been of trcmendou
assistance to my colleague (Mr. Log-an
and myself.

May I take this opportunity of wish
ing you, Mr. President, and all member
of this House my very best wishes for;
happy Christmas and a prosperous Nes
Year?

THE HON. F. 3. S. WVISE (North-
Leader of the Opposition) [8.50 p.m.]' I
is a privilege to honour this importan
custom at the conclusion of the life o
Parliament by conveying felicitations ami
good wishes, and by extending goodwill tb
those with whom we have been associated

To you, Mr. President, I share the sen.
timents of the Leader of the Govemnmen
in this House, and I express on my own be
half, and on behalf of those associatec
with me, our thanks for the kindness yoi
have shown and our appreciation of you.
generous attitudes and interpretations a
all times. We have been privileged tq
have you guide us in the past and durinj
this session. We extend to you and you
wife our regards and our good wishes fo
the festive season and for the year b
come.

During this year, as usual, we have beei
well served by the officers under you in;
most generous and most satlsf actor
manner. They cannot reply to us or speal
for themselves, but we can speak to then
in appreciation of the good things they di
for all honiourable members. Mr. Robeitc
as Clerk of this House, is ever ready ti
assist any honourable member on an:
matter. To the Usher of the Black Roi
(Mr. John Ashley) we extend our deej
appreciation for the never-ending courtesshown to us all. To all the staff unde
Mr. Roberts we extend our thanks.

it is remarkable how quickly the officer,,
who are junior in status, have assimilate4
the requirements of honourable member.
Their knowledge of where things are 1
remarkable. As one who endeavours t
obtain what he wants from time to tinE
I can only express the deepest satisfactiol
and appreciation of the work of thes
gentlemen.

To the honourable member who is sel
ected by Parliament to serve under you-
am referring to the Chairman of Comimit
tees-we extend our congratulations ani
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gratitude; and we extend our gratitude
also to his assistants from the different
Parties.

To the Minister in charge of the House,
I can say on an occasion such as this that,
in spite of our differences, and at times
somewhat sharp differences, there devel-
ops between people of opposing parties
and farces in Parliament one of the
greatest satisfactions in life; that is, the
respect for the other fellow. If one's work
is based on the mutual trust and respect
of others--no matter how the work may
appear to be at variance or in opposition-
it is always goad work done: and that has
been my experience with the two Ministers
in this House.

To those whose views are at variance
with mine, but who, as members of Par-
liament, are associated with me, I can only
offer thanks for their friendship and their
assistance. We respect their aggression at
times, but we respect their readiness to
see the other person's point of view.

To my colleague (the honourable Mr'.
Willesee) I express my deep appreciation
for the very great work that he has done
in his capacity as Deputy Leader of the
Opposition. I think all honourable mem-
bers will agree that it is pleasing to have
those who are not too old, and yet not too
young, training in the various positions.
The honourable Mr. Ron Thompson and
the honourable Mr. Heenan, the new and
the old, have been very kind and loyal to
me, and to them I express my deepest
thanks. The sharing of the work with
those of my party has revealed the diverse
capacity of honourable members who are
interested in their work. I deeply appre-
ciate their co-operation.

On an occasion such as this we can
overlook many people, but I wish to over-
look none. Hansard, of course, with its
remarkable capacity and absolute generos-
ity is deserving of special mention. The
staff of Parliament, from those in the din-
Ing room to those on the telephone ex-
change, have rendered to us wonderful
service.

To the Press, who have the most unen-
viable position associated with Parliament,
I extend my thanks. Sometimes we feel
that they are not there when they should
be; and sometimes when they are there
we get disappointments. They have their
job to do, and I think the Press associated
with us in this House give of their best on
the matters that are recorded and reported
in Parliament.

Without wearying the House I wish to
extend to members who are definitely leav-
ing us the best that they would wish for
themselves in their future lives. To those
who do not know what the future holds
for them, I say we can only hope that we
will meet each other here next year. There
could be some defections, and the wisest of
us know not which.

To you, Mr. President, and to all those
in this House who work together, I extend
with great courtesy and respect the com-
pliments of the season, and great happi-
ness. and success in the New Year.

THE 1ION. N. E. BAXTER (Central)
(8.58 P.m.]: I feel privileged this evening
to speak in the dual role of Chairman of
Committees and the sole representative
of my party on the floor of the House.
Honourable members will realise that my
colleagues in the Country Party on the
floor of the House have certain duties to
attend to in their country electorates,
except for one who cannot be with us
this evening. That is why I am speaking
on their and my behalf.

I wish to extend to you, Mr. President,
my appreciation for the co-operation you
have extended to me once again during
the session. I do hope that we will all
be here again next year, and that you will
enjoy the very best of health and will
continue in your office far many years.

Ta the Ministers :would like to express
the appreciation of my party and of my-
self for their co-operation in all matters.
To the Leader of the Cppcsition I ex-
tend our thanks for tile v_ ry many kind-
nesses he has shown us during this
session. In my capacity as Chafiman of
Committees I have sincerely tried to carry
out the task, though this year was not ais
difficult as the previous one. In the
previous session I had to give three rul-
ings. but in the present session I had to
give oly one. I do thank the honourable
Mr. Wise and his colleagues for their co-
operation.

To my deputies who have so ably
assisted and co-operated with me during
the session, I express my very sincere ap-
preciation. At all times they have been
willing to jump in and do the job, and
do it well.

The Hon. F. R. H. Lavery: Sometimes
two at a time!1

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: Yes, some-
times two at a time, as the honourable
Mr. Lavery has said. I do express my ap-
preciation to them. To our Clerk of
Parliaments (Mr. John Roberts) and the
Usher of the Black Rod (Mr. John
Ashley) I would like to express my very
sincere appreciation for the help and co-
operation they have given me in my posi-
tion as Chairman of Committees. I also
thank them on My own behalf and on be-
half of Country Party members for the
very many kindnesses they have extended
to us during this session and which they
always extend every session.

The honourable Mr. Wise was saying
that they are always able to attend to
our wishes. They seem to me to anti-
cipate our wishes at times. They seem
to know what we want before we ask for
It, which is a wonderful situation to be
in- We can go to the Clerks and obtain
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what we want almost without opening our
.mouths. I extend those sentiments also
to Mr. Hot t (Clerk of Records), and other
mnembers of the staff of this Chamber.

To the Controller of the House and
his staff I would like to express apprecia-
Lion on my own behalf and that of Life
Party. They have been attentive to all
of us, and I think we have quite a won-
derful show In this House.

The Chief Hansard Reporter and his
staff show at all times their usual co-
operation, and to them I express my ap-
preciation.

I would like to say that although we
are not all au fait with what appears in
the Press, those who operate here on be-
half of the Press I know do a very good
job and they do it willingly. They prob-
.ably put in a lot more copy than ever
gets into the paper, but that is their job.
They do it very well, not only in the
M~ouse but also outside. Several of us
have spent some time on commissions dur-
ing this year and we have found members
of the Press very helpful, courteous, and
,co-operative; and I thank them all.

To honourable members who are retir-
tIg this year, I would like to express my
eer best'wishes for their retirement, and
the -hope that they shall for a long time
enjoy excellent health.

'To those who, like myself, are facing
tin electioni-there are 15 of us-I express
the hope that they will all be back again
.next year, irrespective of the party to
wblch they belong. I think we have all
been very close friends in this environ-
mnent, and none of us like to see another
bfmnurable member go out; and I do hope
that we are all together again during
next -session.

Flinalw, Sir, I wish you and your good
wife' a-very happy Christmas and pros-
parons New Year and to all other honour-
eble members in the House I1 express the
wine sentiments and trust that everyone
has excellent health for many years to
come. Thank you.

THE PRESIDENT (The Hon. L. C.
Diver) [9.4 p.m.): The honourable Mr.
G~riffith (Leader of the Government mein-
'ners), the honourable Mr. Wise (Leader
of the O~pposition members), and Mr.
Baxter (Chairman of Committees) *I
thank you one and all for the sentiments
you have expressed in regard to the
mnanner in which I have discharged the
iiuties of my office during this session.
-LI bas been a great honour to have been
youir President over the last four years
and to have occupied the position at a
time when the building of Parliament
House was completed. This matter was
alluded to by the hionourable Mr. Griffith.
It is something that came my way un-
heralded and, might I say, unsought. But
kow fortunate I have been; and I am
taeply appreciative of having been able
tr. necupy this position.

I would on this occasion like to take
what is perhaps a slightly unusual role and
respond on behalf of those of our officers
and staff of Parliament whom those who
have spoken thanked. Of course, first
and foremost are the men who sit right
in front of me-Mr. John Roberts (Clerk
of Parliaments),* and Mr. John Ashley
(Usher of the Black Rod). I know
it has given them great satisfaction to
discharge their duties to the satisfaction
of members.

We have Mr. Hoft (Clerk of Records),
and our assistants who all go to make the
machinery of Parliament possible, and on
their behalf I thank You gentlemen for
the sentiments you have expressed. You
have also spoken about other staffs and
officers within the precincts of Parliament
House, and as Chairman of the Joint
House Committee under whose jurisdic-
tion they come, I would like to thank
you for the sentiments you have expressed
to them. I know that all those associated
with the Joint House Committee are also
delighted in serving honourable members.
They are honoured to be here in their
respective categories in order to serve
the Parliament of Western Australia.

On behalf of Hansard-Mr. Chinery
and his staff, who are very, very hard
workers and Perform an extremely diff-
cult task-I accept the thanks that the
bronourable Mr. Griffith, the honourable
Mr. Wise, and the honourable Mr. Baxter
have proffered. I know that they, also,
carry out their duties diligently and well,
with the great satisfaction of knowing that
they, too, are serving Parliament.

We are indebted to the secretary-
stenographers, and I would like to record
the appreciation of all members of Par-
lhment for the manner in which they
have discharged their duties.

On behalf of the Press I would like to
thank the Leader of the Government, the
Leader of the Opposition, and the honour-
able Mr. Baxter, and I would like to add
to their remarks of appreciation by saying
that without taking an exact measure-
ment of the space The West Australian
and the Daily News have given to us-and
especially The West Australian-in this
session, I would say that this would be
a record year. From time to time there
have appeared in the Paper some rather
well-reported articles.

I would also like to Pay a tribute to
the A.B.C. I1 do not know how many
honourable members have had an oppor-
tunity to tune in on a Friday night to
hear the programme devoted to the week's
events in the State Parliament, but I
recommend every citizen who has a
radio-and I do not think too many
homes in Australia now do not have one
-to do so each Friday night when the
House is in session. It is of an extra-
ordinarily high standard, so much so
that on one occasion after having listened
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to It and having felt that the programme
had been presented in such an unbiased
manner, I expressed my appreciation to
the station.

I hope I have not overlooked anyone
in my response. In ease I have I now
thank you, Mr. Griffith, Mr. Wise and
Mr. Baxter, for your expressions of
appreciation.

In conclusion I would like to say to
those members who are retiring from the
parliamentary scene that I trust in their
retirement they will enjoy the best of
health, and we look forward to seeing
them from time to time in order that we
may continue our association that has
been so friendly over the years we have
been together.

I wish those honourable members who
are up for re-election the greatest of
success. As has been stated by the Min-
ister, this will be the first election under
the new Constitution. and therefore I feel
that the people of Western Australia
should return to Parliament at least those
honourable members who have liberalised
the franchise for the Legislative Council
in order that all adults might have an
opportunity to vote. I do hope that you
will all be back with us to work together
in the wonderful harmony that has
existed.

I never thought for a moment that
Parliament could be conducted with
such unanimity. Although there Is dis-
agreement from time to time during
debates, when business has concluded
inside the Chamber we enjoy wonderfully
good fellowship. It is a wonderful thing
to experience and I am very grateful for
it.

I thank honourable members for their
seasons greetings to Mrs. Diver and myself.
and in return I desire to reciprocate and
wish all members and staff a very merry
Christmas and good health In the New
Year. Thank YOU.

ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE:
SPECIAL

THE HON. A. F. GRIFFITH (Suburban
-Minister for Mines) [9.14 pm.]: I
move-

That the House at its rising ad-
journ to a date to be fixed by the
President.

Question put and passed.

House adjourned at 9.15 P.m.

Friday, the 27th November. 1904
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